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PREFACE

Journal “Asian Issues”, which sixth issue is in front of you, is the product of common as-piration and eagerness of researchers gathered in the Institute for Asian Studies, whose
aim is to get Asia – that is more and more important and strong globally – closer to our
academic and general public.
Editorial Board’s program orientation is based on studying of Asia that could lead to
better understanding of the plenty of its models of political and economic organization,
different cultures, ethnic, religious and other identities of its peoples, as well of numer-ous
mechanisms that connect Asian states and societies through different frameworks of
co-operation – in trade, environmental protection, culture, political and others, including
security. Economic rise of some of the biggest Asian states, their ever more intense mutual
cooperation, by strength of their separate and combined size, but also by their cultural
and political influence - change regional, and global institutions, processes, relations
and manners, and by doing that they influence our lives.
Our view on Asia is view “within” as we try to study, understand, accept and present Asia
to the interested parties by measuring its achievements, reality and potentials by Asian
merits, with having starting point in Asian culture, tradition, interests and need of the
region’s communities, as we believe that is the proper way to understand this, by many
parameters, the most dynamic world region.

ПРЕДГОВОР

Часопис „Азијске свеске”, чија је шеста свеска пред вама, резултат је заједничких
хтења и ентузијазма истраживача окупљених у Институту за азијске студије, чији
је циљ да регион Азије, све важнији и снажнији у глобалним размерама, приближи
нашој академској и широј јавности.
Програмско опредељење Уредништва темељи се на изучавању Азије са циљем
бољег разумевања богатства њених облика политичког и економског уређења,
различитих културних, етничких, верских идентитета народа који је насељавају,
као и бројних механизама којима су државе и друштва Азије међусобно повезани
у разноврсне облике сарадње - од трговинске, еколошке, културне, политичке и
бројних других, све до безбедоносне. Економски успон неких од највећих азијских
држава, њихова све интензивнија сарадња, снагом своје појединачне и удружене
величине, али и културног и политичког утицаја, мењају регионалне, али и глобалне
институције, процесе, односе и начине и тиме утичу и на животе сваког од нас.
Наш поглед на Азију је поглед „изнутра”, јер настојимо да Азију проучавамо,
разумемо, прихватимо и представимо заинтересованима мерећи њена достигнућа,
њену стварност и потенцијале азијским мерилима, полазећи од тамошње културе,
традиције, интереса и потреба локалних заједница верујући да је то најбољи начин
за разумевање овог, по многим параметрима, најдинамичнијег светског региона.
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Romania-China Relations:
Short Inventory and Outlook***
Abstract
This paper looks at the Romanian-Chinese relations through time, from a triple perspective - historical, political and, most of all, economic. Against the background of the 17+1
platform and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), it analyzes Romania-China bilateral trade,
the Chinese investments and presence in the Romanian economy, as well as the impact
of Romania’s affiliation to both the 17+1 platform, and the BRI. It sheds light on what was
wrong and has hindered the proper functioning of these two Chinese initiatives so far, and
it advances the authors’ view on what is needed to make them work better and deliver the
promised and hoped-for win-win results.
Keywords: Romania-China relations, 16+1; 17+1; BRI; Belt and Road Initiative; China
trade; Chinese investments.
JEL Codes: F14, F21, O52, 057
1. A historical perspective: the legacy
On the world map, Romania and China are situated at the two extremities of the largest
stretch of land on the globe, which we all call Europe towards the West and Asia towards
the East, but which is increasingly recognised as one large continent, Eurasia. Looking back
in time, we could have remained separated by thousands of kilometres difficult to cover,
by often hostile terrain and climate, by distinct forms of culture and by language barriers.
However, history, whether farther or nearer to our time, proves that this has never been the
case, not even in the most distant past, and that populations inhabiting this huge territory
have travelled across it both ways, they communicated, traded merchandise, ideas and
technical solutions, ever since the Neolithic age.
Archaeological investigations conducted for more than a century in our two countries
showed with certainty that, for example, the populations occupying areas on the nowadays territory of Romania (the Cucuteni culture) and that of China (the Yangshao culture)
have been in contact since as early as 7000 years ago. Pinnacles of the continental civi*
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lization at that time, each of these populations found the solutions to travel, communicate,
trade goods, exchange information and transfer technologies – in pottery, agriculture,
transport etc. – and they even transformed the continent’s flora over the long term1. No less
significant is the fact that these two cultures influenced each other also in terms of faith, of
their relationship with divinity and as regards the specific religious symbolism.2
From the late mediaeval period, in Romania we have inherited the writings of Chancellor
Nicolae Milescu, an important Moldovan scholar, translator, diplomat, geographer and,
at the same time the first Romanian to have travelled to China. Having been appointed
Russia’s ambassador to China (1675), he had the opportunity to get to know the country
and to describe in fascination his travel to Peking, the meeting with the Chinese authorities
and the protocol of the audience with the emperor.
The first official bilateral contacts at state level occurred in the modern era, in 1881, when
King Carol I of Romania sent a letter of information to the Chinese Emperor, Guangxu,
announcing Romania’s independence and sovereignty. He received a reply through Prince
Kong, who relayed the Emperor’s congratulations and “...his warm wishes of prosperity
and wellbeing for Romania and its people”3, which in fact represented the recognition of
Romania’s new status as an independent state. This exchange of correspondence was not,
however, followed by other more significant relations between the two states.
The relationship between Romania and China became increasingly closer after both countries became part of the group of socialist countries (1945-1989), especially after Romania, in close competition with Bulgaria4, became the third country to recognise the People’s
Republic of China, on 5 October 1949. Bilateral relations were further strengthened as
both Romania and China eventually chose to distance themselves from Moscow. The most
flourishing, most intense and closest period of friendship, collaboration and mutual support between the two countries was the time-frame when Romania was led by Nicolae
Ceaușescu (1965-1989). Among the key events that gave at the time full proof of the depth
of this bilateral relationship, there were exceptional moments often referred to, such as:


The year 1968 - when refusing to participate in the occupation of Czechoslovakia
by the countries of the Warsaw Pact (to which it was a party) and when vehemently
protesting against this act Romania risked being occupied as well, China, through
the voice and gestures of Prime Minister Zhu Enlai and President Mao Zedong, pre-

1 After 10 years of archeological research in China, a team of experts from Cambridge University, led by professor Martin Keneth Jones, took
also part in the research conducted in Baia (Suceava, Romania) by the Romanian archaeologists who had discovered the largest pre-Cucuteni
dwelling (5200-5100 BC) which still preserved cereals and vine seeds. Martin Keneth Jones, one of the worlds’s most renowned specialists
in the bimolecular archaeology of cereals, determined on the occasion of these studies that certain cereals cultivated in China had come from
Europe, while others in Europe, had come from China (see S. Pencea, China-Romania Economic Relations, from Ancient Times to Nowadays
BRI Connectivity, The 2nd China-Romania Round Table, IES, CASS, Beijing, 2017.)
2 Asian specific symbolic signs (Ying/Yang, swastika), were identified on various cult objects discovered in the Cucuteni culture area (Idem).
3 Quote from the letter written by M. Kogălniceanu, plenipotentiary minister of Romania in Paris, to Vasile Boerescu, Foreign Affairs Minister,
concerning the reply of the Chinese Emperor to the letter sent by Prince Carol I notifying Romania’s state independence. (the volume Relaţiile
româno-chineze 1880-1974 / Romanian-Chinese relations between 1880-1994). Documents /467 Documents Regarding the 94 years
of Romanian-Chinese History, Coord. H.E. Romulus Ioan Budura, 2005, Available online at: http://www.dacoromania-alba.ro/nr26/orizont_al_memoriei.htm.
4 A. Brînză, Strategic competitors in search of China: the story of Romania and Bulgaria, Middle East Institute, June 17, 2020, Available at:
https://www.mei.edu/publications/strategic-competitors-search-china-story-romania-and-bulgaria.
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vented this outcome;
The 1970s - when Romania was devastated by floods and China sent significant
aid;
The year 1989 and the following years immediately after the 1989 revolution
- when Romania’s situation was precarious and uncertain, and China made two
major gestures of solidarity: (i) it opened a USD 100 million deposit at the National
Bank of Romania (NBR) as a signal of trust in our economy in those difficult times
of instability, and (ii) it placed a large order for Dacia passenger cars, which was
extremely important for the successful privatisation of those plants, that have come
today to account for about 10% of Romania’s GDP.
Similarly, during China’s difficult years of economic isolation, when its direct relations with the West were not possible, Romania helped China by transferring it Western technology, know-how and knowledge. Two relevant examples: (i) Romanian
university professors laid the foundations of the Chinese higher education in the “oil
and gas” field, in which Romania had centuries-old expertise; (ii) The Romanian
export of Felix computers5 - based on American and French technology prohibited
to socialist countries, but obtained by Romania as a result of its stand against Moscow in 1968 – was accompanied by specialisation courses with Romanian experts,
which took place both in Romania and in China. A great number of Chinese system
engineers resulted from this project in the 1970s and 1980s. Those facts were also
remembered by H. E. Xu Feihong, former ambassador of the People’s Republic of
China in Bucharest: “Romanian computers were used in the science academies, universities, factories and enterprises in China. To this day, Chinese scientists remember
the Romanian Felix computers.” “In 1979, the volume of trade between China and
Romania was of almost 2 billion dollars. That was the apex.”6
Another important contribution by Romania, documented by Henry Kissinger in his
book On China, also deserves being reminded here. It is related to the important
mediation efforts that Romania employed in support of the normalisation of the relations between the U.S. and China, which eventually resulted in a first visit of an
American president, Richard Nixon, to Beijing, in 1972.7

Unfortunately, this “golden time” of bilateral relations lost traction during the 1980s, as
both countries became increasingly focused on their own domestic problems: Romania on
the early repayment of its external debt, which was achieved with major sacrifices, and
China on steering its national economy towards reform and openness to the world economy, following Deng Xiaoping’s strategy. This situation was maintained further through the
1990s. From a certain point of view, even today, the bilateral relations – otherwise always
5 Romania produced the first computer in 1957 at the Institute of Atomic Physics in Măgurele, becoming the first computer manufacturer
among the Eastern-European countries. Romania was the second producer of electronic computing systems in the Communist bloc, after the
USSR. Romania trained programming and maintenance specialists, in particular for Asia. “We were among the first who sold third generation
computers in China, namely the Felix computers, and large groups of Chinese came here and were trained as system engineers”, according
to Marius Guran, PhD, former deputy director of the Computer Science Research Institute. Available at: https://www.digi24.ro/special/campanii-digi24/romania-furata/romania-furata-ice-felix-o-afacere-extrem-de-profitabila-predata-intereselor-imobiliare-372024.
6 Ibid.
7 M. Donescu, Vizita secretă a lui Henry Kissinger la Beijing si contribuția României la normalizarea relațiilor SUA-China, Asociația Europeană pentru Studii Geopolitice și Strategice (AESGS – European Association for Geopolitical and Strategic Studies); September 30, 2011,
Available at: https://www.aesgs.ro/vizita-secreta-a-lui-henry-kissinger-la-beijing-si-contributia-romaniei-la-normalizarea-relatiilor-sua-china/.
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good and even recording commercial results superior to those achieved before 1989 – no
longer reach the same level of energy and compatibility, remaining in the shadow of those
in the “golden age”.8
2. Political and economic perspective
2.1 Two decades of inconsistencies and results below
potential (1990 – 2009)
After the 1989 revolution, China accepted and recognised Romania’s new leadership.
Soon, mutual high level visits began – President Ion Iliescu’s visits to China (1991 and
2003), Prime Minister Li Peng’s visit in Romania (1994), followed by visits of President
Jiang Zemin (1996), President Emil Constantinescu (1997), Prime Minister Adrian Nastase
(2002, 2003, 2004), President Hu Jintao (2004), President Traian Băsescu (2006), Prime
Ministers Emil Boc (2011), Viorel Ponta (2013) and Li Keqiang (2013).
All throughout the period there were also numerous mutual visits by ministers, members of
the Parliament and visits at various levels of the central or local politics and administration,
as well as a large number of delegations and reciprocal visits by businessmen from both
countries. As far as the political relations are concerned, it can be said that all throughout
this decade their intensity and activeness has fluctuated, with peaks during the intervals
when Romania was ruled by leftist governments and lower levels during the right governments’ ruling. But, overall, once Romania set its objectives of joining the EU and NATO, it
became obvious that its entire attention and energy were focused on these goals, leaving
the relations with other partners in the background.
As far as the economy is concerned, the first post-1989 decade (1990-1999) was characterised by relatively modest trade exchanges which continued to grow until around 1992
– when Romania even had a trade balance surplus (1992-1995) – and then started declining towards the end of the decade, when timid signs of revival reappeared.
During the 2000-2009 decade, the bilateral trade grew continuously up to an annual
volume of around 3 billion dollars, driven in particular by the imports from China (USD
2.4 billion), while Romanian exports settled at very low levels (below half a billion). This
was the time when the trade balance got significantly disrupted and when Romania began
recording ever higher trade deficits, reaching almost USD 2 billion in 2009 and worsening
from year to year afterwards, up to the present.
The 2000s were also a time when small entrepreneurs from both countries intensely travelled between Bucharest and Beijing (traffic that was substantially reduced after 2004,
when direct flights between the two capitals were interrupted) and a time of a significant
inflow of small Chinese investors who opened individual or family businesses in Romania,
focusing mostly on selling merchandise brought from China. However, some of them also
started small manufacturing businesses in the industrial field (bicycle or white goods assem8 L. Popescu and A. Brînză, “Romania-China Relations. Political Challenges in BRI Era”, Romanian Journal of European Affairs, vol.18, no.
2, December, 2018.
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bly, production of building materials, of clothing, wood or tobacco processing, etc.), or in
agriculture (small farms), and even in services. Choosing Romania occurred, on the one
hand, owing to the memory of the good relations of friendship between the two countries
and, on the other hand, due to the local free market that was completely lacking regulation
and taxation in its early years, as well as to the direct access by air. As in time these advantages diluted or disappeared, part of these small entrepreneurs migrated more towards
the West. Some of those who remained in Romania, however, in particular those in manufacturing, but also some of the intermediaries, became prosperous businessmen (e.g. the
owners of DHS, Rich Sport, Everpro International Construction, etc.).
The largest Chinese companies that came to Romania during the 2000s were ZTE (2002)
and Huawei (2003), which rank at present among the most important names in the telecommunications industry, in China and worldwide. They opened offices, won contracts
and only many years later they also made some investments.
Although the stock of Chinese investments in Romania continued to increase towards the
end of the time-frame under review here, their share in the total of China’s external investments decreased continuously and sharply, paradoxically in particular after the launch of
China’s going out, going global policy, at the beginning of the new decade: from over
6% in 2003, they ended up accounting for less than 1% of China’s investments abroad in
2010.9
This development was due to the considerably faster increase of China’s external investment
volumes in other countries than Romania and reflects a weakening of interest for this market
in favour of others, which better responded to China’s needs and interests at the time (for
example, the need to ensure long term access to foreign resources of raw materials, or to
tap into the opportunity of taking over valuable foreign companies which were in jeopardy
against the backdrop of the global economic crisis). At the same time, one of the possible
reasons for this loss of interest on both sides could have been the fiasco of the numerous
proposals of cooperation and investments, most often infrastructure projects,10 that were
intensely discussed and some of them even heavily negotiated without a positive result,
either because of the parties’ lack of flexibility, or owing to some external factors’ impact.
***
All along this time, Romania transitioned from the planned to the market economy, it substantially changed its economic, industrial and ownership structure, went through years of
preparation for the EU accession undergoing a difficult transformative stage, but achieving
its goals in terms of ensuring the nation’s security and its rapprochement to the West: in
2004 Romania joined NATO, and in 2007 it became a Member State of the European
Union. Once Romania joined the EU and NATO, its collaboration with third partners became more clearly and sometimes more restrictively defined, with legal commitments and
9 A. Chiriu and Z. Liu, “Sino-Romanian Relations – From the First Ponta Government, to Klaus Werner Iohannis’ Victory in the Presidential
Elections”, Working Paper Series on European Studies, IES, CASS, vol. 9, no.1, 2015.
10 Some of the new constructions, extensions or modernization project ideas that were repeatedly discussed in this interval were: reactors 3
and 4 at the Cernavodă nuclear plant, the Tarnița-Lapușești hydropower station, the Doicesti, Rovinari, Mintia thermal power plants, various
highways, the Braila bridge over the Danube, etc.
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rules that had to be complied with, both in terms of internal economic balance and in terms
of its international trade or foreign investments inflows from outside the Community.
The end of the decade was marked by the global economic and financial crisis of 20082010 and the subsequent crises within the EU, which entailed significant costs and additional repercussions for several years. China overcame the crisis faster, was able to provide
support to the EU and took advantage of the opportunities it found to internationalize its
companies by applying the going out, going global policy.
Towards the end of this decennium, Romania had become the European country with the
largest community of Chinese nationals and hosted over 10,000 Chinese-owned companies, most of them small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).11 These accounted for only
a little over 5% of the total number of foreign investors in Romania, while their cumulated
investment contribution of below USD 300 million, was of little significance in the total
stock of foreign direct investment (FDI) in Romania (only 0.3% in 2015, or less, depending
on the year considered).12 One more decade later, at the end of 2019, the number of Chinese-owned companies registered with the National Trade Register Office13 was to reach
12,647 (without many of them - probably half - being active), accounting for 5.7% of the
total foreign companies investing in Romania. The capital invested was, according to the
same source, USD 406 million.
Having a low financial power, these firms had a modest investment contribution to Romanian economy, but they did have the merit of having contributed, in particular immediately
after the 1989 revolution, to the diversification of the local supply with affordable products
and to meeting a demand that had long been neglected. In time, as they expanded, some
of these Chinese investors also created jobs for the locals.
2.2 The 2010-2019 decade: the momentum generated by 16+1 and BRI
Similarly to the other European countries, at the beginning of this new decade, Romania
was striving to return as fast as possible to the economic parameters it had before the global financial and economic crisis. This goal was not easy to reach, as before being able to
enjoy the benefits of its inclusion into the EU, the unfavourable international circumstances
caused Romania to suffer not only the impact of the global economic and financial crisis,
but also those of the sovereign debt crisis that affected the Eurozone states. The tense situation on the external markets also affected Romania’s country risk perception, influencing its
country risk premium, the quotations of the state’s international bonds, the exchange rate
volatility and the country’s public debt. Fortunately, due to the coherent and well thought
strategy of the Romanian government and to the fiscal consolidation measures implemented, Romania was one of the European Union countries less affected by the debt crisis.14
11 See: “Peste 10.000 companii chinezeşti erau înregistrate în România”, Jurnalul Prahovean, Novembre 27, 2013, Available at: https://
jurnalulph.ro/business/4132-peste-10000-companii-chinezesti-erau-inregistrate-in-romania.html
12 Since 2016, this share is no longer included in the NBR reports, being too small.
13 The National Trade Register Office
14 A. Pardău and C. Pascal, “Criza datoriilor suverane, Cauze și consecințe”, Working Papers: ABC-ul Lumii Financiare, Bucharest University
of Economic Studies, no. 1/2013, Available at: http://www.fin.ase.ro/ABC/fisiere/ABC1_2013/Lucrari/2.8.pdf.
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However, against this fraught regional and global background, the fact that in 2012 China
started a format of collaboration with the Central and East European countries (CEE) called
16+115 and that in 2013 launched its global strategy called One Belt One Road (OBOR),
renamed later, in 2017, the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), opened a new, complementary
perspective of cooperation for Romania, both with the CEE countries members of the EU
(CEE11) and with the Balkan countries that were going through the pre-accession process
(CEE5), but also with a great economic power, China, which was willing to provide financial and technological support to quicken development in this European area.
In our opinion, as a country that had only recently joined the EU and was still going through
the integration process, Romania could not be, and it was not disappointed by the EU
membership, by its collaboration with the EU bodies or by the financial benefits of accession – which is how many papers explain the enthusiasm of the CEE11 countries regarding
China’s two proposals – but, more likely, Romania saw a new opportunity that, by the
cooperating with a strategic partner of the European Union in complementary investment
projects, compliant with the EU rules and the commitments made towards the EU, the process of bringing the development level in the Eastern part of the Union closer to that in the
West could be sped up.
Romania is a European country and it fundamentally belongs to this area, not only geographically, historically or politically, but also culturally, in terms of spirituality and collective mentality and the population’s option for the EU integration was and has remained
very strong, among the strongest in Europe. This reality does not exclude collaboration with
states outside the Union, and Romania’s participation with China and the other countries
both in the 16+1 platform, and in the BRI, represented an act of trust in those countries’
potential to support the development of Romania and of the other CEE11 countries for their
closer integration in the EU, as well as the faster accession of CEE5 countries to the Union.
Romania always saw this collaboration as a complement to the one within the Union, never
as a substitute, or as a means for exerting pressure during EU negotiations or when decisions were to be adopted at the Community level.
The expression of the trust in the fair, mutually beneficial partnership with China, as it was
outlined at the start of the 16+1 platform, was the enthusiastic organisation of the second
China-CEE16 Summit in Bucharest, in 2013, during Victor Ponta’s term as Romania’s
Prime Minister. On this occasion, Prime Minister Li Keqiang also came to Bucharest as leader of the Chinese delegation, marking the first visit of a Chinese Prime Minister in Romania
after 19 years.
The Summit ended with a joint statement of the participants, entitled “Bucharest Guidelines
for Cooperation between China and the Central and Eastern European Countries”. 16 This
15 In this paper, for reasons related to chronology and to the distinct case of Greece, we will refer to the 16+1 even if Greece also adhered
to this format in 2019 and the name of the platform changed to 17+1. The European countries participating in the 16+1 platform (CEE16) are:
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Croatia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, North Macedonia, Montenegro, Poland,
Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia and Hungary.
16 See: “The Bucharest Guidelines for Cooperation between China and Central and Eastern European Countries”, Guvernul României, November 27, 2013, Available at: https://gov.ro/en/news/the-bucharest-guidelines-for-cooperation-between-china-and-central-and-eastern-european-countries.
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document emphasized the win-win nature of cooperation, and it stated that cooperation
was going to take place in compliance with the laws and the other regulations in the participating countries and, for the Member States of the EU, also in compliance with the relevant
EU laws and regulations. The document provided for China – CEE16 annual meetings at
the level of heads of government, it proposed the outlining of a medium-term cooperation
agenda “... when it will be deemed appropriate...” and established as an overall objective
the “Promotion of investments, economic and trade cooperation”. At the same time, 2014
was designated the year of China’s investments in, and business promotion with, the CEE16 countries.
Remarkably, the term (and idea) of investments appeared very frequently further on within
this document, even more frequently than that of trade, seeming to be indicative of a prioritisation of investments over other joint activities. And, as a materialisation of the statements
in it, during this Summit, Romania and China concluded several Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) on major investment projects. At the time, media presented all of them as
certain major Chinese investments in several key transport and energy infrastructure projects in Romania, worth around USD 8 billion. The general enthusiasm was extremely high
and Prime Minister Ponta, crowning himself with the laurels of this apparently huge success,
began preparing his candidacy for the 2014 presidential elections.
Unfortunately, none of the commitments made on the occasion of the 2013 Bucharest Summit have come through and the major investments in Romania expected from China were
never made. In time, as other 16+1 Summits took place in other capitals of the CEE16
countries, it became increasingly visible that there was a repetitive pattern in which the
generous investment proposals made to the host country on these occasions were followed
by a lack of concrete steps for their fulfilment later on. Obviously, this pattern has gradually
created disappointment, promises fatigue, loss of trust and growing frustration, the more so
as Chinese investments began to massively flow towards the developed and prosperous
part of the EU (2015-2016, peak years).
However, in the years immediately following 2012-2013, the enthusiasm of the CEE16
countries continued to be significant, all the more so since 2013 also saw the launch of
the OBOR strategy, the New Silk Road focusing on large investments in transport, energy
and telecommunication infrastructure, that were to interconnect Asia, Europe, Africa and
almost all the rest of the world via modern and modernising networks. The 16+1 platform
was integrated into this ambitious strategy, becoming its main implementing instrument in
the CEE16 countries. OBOR/BRI – this unique mega-project in terms of scope, complexity,
cost level and boldness – provided a new impetus to bilateral economic relations, mainly
as regarded the swift increase of Romania-China trade but, unfortunately, considerably
less so, as far as the Chinese investments in Romania were concerned.
This is how the Romania-China economic relationship unfolded:
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2.2.1 Romania-China trade
Table 1. Romania-China trade17, 2008-2018 (USD million)
Trade
RO-CN
X
M

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
360

433

755

947

2890 2377 3004 3454

X+M

3250

X-M

-2530

2810

980

1208

1517

1299

1455

1824

2170

2707 2823

3223

3187 3448

3778

4512

3759 4401 3777

4031 4730 4486 4903 5602 6682

1944 -2249 -2507 -1817 -1615 -1706 -1888 -1993 -1954 -2342

X: (X+M) x100
(%)
11.1
15.4 20.1 22.5 25.9 30.0 32.1 29.0 29.7 32.6
Source: The authors’ computations of data retrieved from UN Comtrade Data Base:
https://comtrade.un.org/data/.

32.0

Table 2. Romania-China trade dynamics 2008-2018
Trade
Changes
Changes
Changes
RO-CN
2018/2008
2013/2008
2018/2013
X

6 times

3.4 times

1.8 times
M

1.6 times

2.3 %

1.6 times
X+M

2.0 times

1.2 times

1.7 times
X-M (RO trade deficit)

7.4 %

36.2 %

1.5 times
Share of X in total trade

2.9 times

2.7 times

6.7%
Source: The authors’ computations of data retrieved from UN Comtrade Data Base:
https://comtrade.un.org/data/

After 200818, the bilateral trade volume grew continually, becoming more than double by
the end of 2018 (Table 1). Romanian export dynamics was higher than that of its imports
(Table 2): while the export volume increased 6 times, the import volume grew only 1.6 times
during the 2008-2018 interval. However, these seemingly encouraging data might induce
the wrong conclusions if the baseline effect is not considered. The baseline in this case is the
2008 level of Romanian export to China, which was over 8 times lower than that of the Romanian import from China, and accounting for just a little over 11% of the total bilateral trade.
There was indeed an obvious nascent positive trend of balancing between the two tradein-goods flows, especially before 2013, when the share of Romanian exports to China in
the total volume of their annual bilateral trade more than tripled, growing 3.4 times over
the 2008-2013 interval, while imports declined marginally, by 2.3%. As the global economic crisis curbed Romanian imports in the first half of the 2008-2018 time-frame, while
its exports kept growing, by the end of 2018 Romania’s export to China could be by USD
17 The convention used for the tables is: X= export, M= import.
18 In Tables 1 and 2, the year 2008 was included to provide a necessary symmetry versus 2013, as, at the time of this research, 2018 was
the last year for which there existed available statistical data.
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1.8 billion higher and its import only by USD 1.6 billion higher than their respective 2008
levels. That gap between the two trade flows allowed for an unsubstantial correction of
only -7.6% of the Romanian trade deficit with China by the end of 2018, but unfortunately
even that small correction was lost afterwards.
Actually, that emerging balancing trend induced by the global economic crisis has changed
after 2013, the year of BRI launching. The trade deficit correction was more substantial before 2013, but could not be continued afterwards and it gradually faded away following
the BRI launching and the progressive recovery from the 2008-2010 global economic crisis. If before 2013 Romanian imports from China had slowed down somewhat, determining
a remarkable decrease, by 36.2%, of the trade deficit, after the BRI launching in 2013, they
have soared again (1.6 times increase) and the trade deficit followed suit increasing too,
1.5 times, so that overall, during the entire 2008-2018 interval, the adjustment of Romania’s trade deficit in relation to China was of little significance and could not be sustained.
All throughout the 2008-2018 interval, Romania kept recording yearly outflows of amounts
that were by around 2 billion dollars higher than the yearly inflows received, and that
perpetual imbalance led to a cumulative trade deficit of about USD 22.5 billion over the
entire time-frame. It is important to underline that this deficit grew at a higher pace after
2013, the year when OBOR/BRI was launched, when both the maritime traffic from China
to Europe (the Road), and the massively subsidized railway traffic on the China-Europe19
express route (the Belt) intensified considerably, exacerbating Europe’s and Romania’s imports from China.
If we breakdown the analysis into two equal intervals, 2008-2013 and 2013-2018, we
can also see that during both these intervals Romania’s exports increased in real terms by
similar amounts: by USD 848 million in 2013 compared to 2008 and by USD 962 million
in 2018 compared to 2013. If we also take into account the fact that the first interval was affected by the global economic crisis, the performance over the second interval turns out to
be even less impressive. On the other hand, Romanian imports from China declined during
the first interval against the background of the global economic crisis (by USD 67 million in
2013 vs. 2008), while during the second interval, after the BRI launching, they increased
substantially, by over USD 1.6 billion in 2018 vs. 2013.
In other words, BRI did not have a positive impact on the volume of Romanian exports to
China. It practically had no influence, as the Romanian export volume increase would have
been about just as high in its absence, but BRI did lead to a considerable surge in Chinese
exports to Romania and, consequently, to an upsurge of the Romanian trade deficit. This
situation does not single out our country, it was almost generalized throughout Europe, but
this does not make it any better. From Romania’s perspective, it cannot be said that BRI has
been beneficial, on the contrary, BRI did not confirm the ideal win-win scenario that it promoted and it did not even generate any visible progress towards such a scenario.
19 China-Europe Railway Express has been operational since 2011. Traffic grew from 17 trains/year in 2011, to 6363 trains in 2018, directly
connecting at least 59 cities in China with 49 cities in 15 European countries. The subsidies supporting this traffic are between USD 1000 and
USD 5000 per FEU container (40 feet). For further information see: L. Zhao, Z. Cheng, H. Li and Q. Hu, ”Evolution of the China Railway Express
Consolidation Network and Optimization of Consolidation Routes”, Journal of Advanced Transportation, Hindawi, vol. 2019, https://doi.
org/10.1155/2019/9536273, 2019; G. Knowler, “Huge subsidies keep China-Europe rail network on track”, The Journal of Commerce,
May 23, 2018, Available at: https://www.joc.com/rail-intermodal/huge-subsidies-keep-china-europe-rail-network-track_20180523.html
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Nevertheless, there were several positive, although modest, structural developments of the
Romanian exports, in the sense that during this period: (i) Romanian exports covered all
the large statistical categories of products20, which was not the case in the years before;
(ii) bilateral trade balance in goods from groups 1, 2 and 3 achieved surpluses which, to
a certain extent, helped mitigate the overall trade imbalance, although they did not include exports of very high value-added categories; (iii) group 7 (machinery and transport
equipment) consolidated its position as the main source of the Romanian exports to China.
In 2018, it accounted for no less than 52% of the total Romanian exports to this destination,
as compared to 42% in 2008). The export of products from groups 6, 7 and 8 came to
occupy much more firmly the dominant position in the total Romanian exports to China,
accounting for 86% in 2018, as compared to 64% in 2008.
It is fair to say, however, that these large categories of goods include products with very different degrees of processing and complexity. An accurate evaluation of the added value of
the goods exported by Romania would require a much more detailed analysis, performed
on very narrow statistical categories21. Without including such an analysis here, we would
like to highlight a number of important categories of goods exported by Romania in 2018
and bound for China22: control panels (around 10% of total exports), bearings (9%), air
and water pumps (6%), automotive parts (5%), thermostats (3%), electrical engines (2%),
fertilisers (2%), men’s clothing (2%), cork and wood (15%). It is also worth mentioning
that just as Chinese goods present on the Romanian market are more diverse and in larger
numbers than shown in the statistics (because they arrive here also indirectly, most often
through re-export or e-commerce), so the products made in Romania and present in China
exceed the statistically recorded levels because in the statistics they may be registered as
exports of other countries (i.e. exports from other countries made by multinationals with
manufacturing sites or supply sources in Romania, outsourced production, subcontracting,
re-exports, etc.).
2.2.2 China’s investments in Romania
Despite the BRI and the 16+1 platform which were meant to promote them, China’s investments in CEE16 remained minor and overwhelmingly targeted at only a few receiving
countries: the Viségrad countries (V4)23, Romania, Bulgaria and the Western Balkan countries, first of all Serbia among them. Romania seemed to be in a favourable position, most
often being among the first four destinations of China’s external investments in CEE16, but
the level of these investments remained very low both in terms of annual inflows (Chart 1),
and in terms of cumulated Chinese FDI (Chart 3).24
20 The SITC Rev. 3 classification comprises 9 large categories of goods: 1. Food and live animals; 2. Beverages and tobacco; 3. Mineral
fuels, lubricants and related materials; 4. Animal and vegetable oils, fats and waxes; 5. Chemicals and related products; 6. Manufactured
goods, classified according to the raw material they are made of; 7. Machinery and transport equipment; 8. Miscellaneous manufactured
articles; 9. Commodities and transactions, not elsewhere specified.
21 Classifications up to 4 or 5 digits.
22 See: The Observatory of Economic Complexity (OEC), Available at: https://oec.world/en/profile/country/rou.
23 Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary.
24 S. Pencea and C. Bâlgăr, Romania and China trade and investment relations. Recent developments. The 4th China-Romania Academic
Round Table, Beijing, October 30, 2019.
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Chart 1. Share of Romania in total Chinese ODI flows in CEE16, 2010-2017
% RO in total Chinese ODI flows in CEE16
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2.6% 0.2% 16.2% 1.9% 20.3% 36.4% 15.3% 4.3%

Source: The authors, processing data retrieved from Statistical Bulletin of
China’s Outward Foreign Direct Investments, MOFCOM (2018).

The annual inflow of Chinese foreign direct investments in the CEE16 countries oscillated
during the last decade at low levels, between 100 and 200 million dollars, and Romania’s
share in their total zigzagged between below 1% and a little above 20%. The year 2013,
a reference year when considering the impact that the launching of the BRI has exerted,
saw these inflows at a minimum low – both in the CEE16 countries, and in Romania in particular (only USD 2.2 million). For two consecutive years, it appeared that BRI determined
a revival of Chinese investments in Romania but after 2015, with the failed experience of a
construction contract in Craiova, they started decline once again (Chart 2).25
Chart 2. China’s ODI in Romania, 2010-2017
China's ODI in Romania, 2010-2017
63.3
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25.4
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Source: The authors, based on data retrieved from Statistical Bulletin of
China’s Outward Foreign Direct Investments, MOFCOM (2018)

25 Ibid.
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The Craiova project we are referring to, involved the construction of a new neighbourhood
of 23 ten-storey buildings of 1850 apartments. The building contract was directly intrusted
by the Craiova City Hall to the Chinese company Shandong Ningjian Construction Co.
Ltd., together with the required land plot of 6.7 hectares. Despite enjoying such preferential
treatment, the constructor failed to complete the project because its financing was discontinued by the Chinese crediting bank after working had begun for 17 of the buildings. The
Chinese building company abandoned the site at that stage and, as a result, what should
have been a successful project acting as an incentive for other Chinese investments in Romania became a negative example that affected the public opinion regarding the potential
and trustworthiness of Chinese companies.
This more recent failure (2014-2017) adds to a long line of failed or blocked negotiations
for various projects in the Oltenia region that were expected to be developed by Chinese
companies but were no longer carried out (see the Doicesti and Rovinari thermal power
plants, the Govora health care resort etc.). The same happened in the rest of the country,
from highways and bridges (Braila), hydropower plants (Tarnita-Lapusesti), thermal power
plants (Mintia, Rovinari), industrial parks (along the Danube-Black Sea Canal), to the extension of the Cernavoda nuclear plant with units 3 and 4 and to the sea port of Constanța
upgrading works, or the railway modernization, including the construction of high-speed
railways (e.g. Costanta-Bucharest-Timișoara or, more recently, Sofia-Bucharest-Timișoara,
with adjacent lines to Budapest and Belgrade). Each of these cases has its own longer or
shorter history of the stumbling blocks that they met, deriving from either the two parties’
inflexibilities, or the regional and global context.
The outcome of never-ending procrastination, lack of flexibility in negotiations, exaggerated promises and unrealistic expectations, lack of consideration for the local context, for
the priorities and interests of the other party, was that many of the initiatives failed, both
in Romania and in other Central and Eastern European countries, and their initial boastful
promotion followed shortly by failure has often impinged on the population’s perception of
these cooperation initiatives’ potential to generate progress.
In the eight years of collaboration between China and the CEE16 countries, out of around
40 joint projects only four were completed.26 Not a single one in Romania.
The overall amount invested or lent27 by China to all the Central and Eastern European
countries in the 2000-2019 time-frame did not exceed USD 10 billion, of which more than
half, i.e. USD 5.5 billion was directed to Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary. During
the same time interval, the amounts invested by China in Western Europe (excluding the
United Kingdom) totalled USD 126 billion and those invested in the U.S. rose to around
USD 150 billion. Germany alone was at the receiving end of USD 25 billion, while USD 57
26 A. Brînză, “Central and Eastern Europe is not in bed with China”, The Diplomat, July 3, 2020, Available at: https://thediplomat.
com/2020/07/central-and-eastern-europe-is-not-in-bed-with-china/
27 Loans are often mistaken for investments, but the two are completely different arrangements. China’s financing for infrastructure and other
construction works in the CEE countries are not Chinese investments into those economies, even if the works are carried out and funded by
China. They are simply loans granted by Chinese creditor banks to the beneficiary countries and they are to be returned with interest. Loans are
predominant in the collaboration between China and the CEE16 and, in general, in the BRI projects. Moreover, despite being presented as
cheap, they are often quite expensive and come with many strings attached.
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billion went to the United Kingdom, which equated to 2.5 times and, respectively, almost
6 times the amount received by all of the 16 Eastern European countries participating in
the 16+1 platform and in the BRI and allegedly having a special preferential relationship
with China.28
Chart 3. Chinese ODI annual stocks in Romania, 2010-2017

Ch in es e ODI annual stocks in RO, 2010-2017
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Source: The authors, using data retrieved from Statistical Bulletin
of China’s Outward Foreign Direct Investments, MOFCOM (2018).

With low annual inflows and several divestments, Chinese FDI stocks in Romania were also
of very modest levels and even slightly declining (Chart 3). They accounted for small shares
of the total CEE16 stocks, fluctuating from 10% in the poorest years (2013) and 23.5% in
the relatively better times (e.g. 2015-2016, when a boom of Chinese investments in Europe
was recorded, unfortunately targeting mostly the Western part of the EU). Considering the
total foreign investments in Romania, Chinese investments account for well below one percent, and China, which used to rank, though not very high, but still the 18th or 19th among
top investors, is already no longer ranking among the first 30 investing countries in this
market, according to the list published annually by the Romanian National Bank.
Besides the thousands of small and medium-sized enterprises, that are predominant, Romania also hosts large and very large Chinese-owned companies, including multinationals that were established directly and own assets here, generally as a result of greenfield
investments. In addition to these, in the years when China’s external investments peaked
(2015-2016) and Chinese companies accomplished massive takeovers of foreign companies, mainly American29 and European ones30 (360 purchases and around 355 merges),
they also became the owners of the assets that those foreign companies had held in Roma28 A. Brînză, “Central and Eastern Europe is not in bed with China”, The Diplomat, July 3, 2020, Available at: https://thediplomat.
com/2020/07/central-and-eastern-europe-is-not-in-bed-with-china/
29 See: The US-China Investment Hub, Available at: https://www.us-china-investment.com/us-china-foreign-direct-investments/fdi-data.
30 See: T. Hanemann and M. Huotari, “Record Flows and Growing Imbalances: Chinese Investment in Europe in 2016”, Merics Papers on
China, No. 3, Mercator Institute for China Studies, 2017, Available at: https://merics.org/sites/default/files/2020-04/Chinese%20investment%20in%20Europe%20-%20record%20flows%20and%20growing%20imbalances.pdf
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nia. This is how the category of Chinese companies that entered indirectly in the Romanian
market emerged. These are companies that are not actual investors in Romania, they only
exist in this market. They could, however, become investors, should they decide in the future
to develop or upgrade the facilities they currently own and operate in this country.
In the first category, of companies that entered directly in Romania, the most important
Chinese companies are those in the IT&C field, namely ZTE (arrived in 2002) and Huawei (2003). Huawei has over 1,000 employees in Romania and has built in Bucharest
one of the 4 global centres of its worldwide services network. This category also includes
Chinese-owned companies that have developed from scratch in Romania during the recent
decades, most of them first-comers who started modestly but in time grew into
successful enterprises, such as: Eurosport DHS (bicycles and scooters), Yunchen Plate
Making (machinery and equipment), Tobacco International Europe Company (cigarettes),
Rich Bike Impex (bicycles), Honest General Trading (tool supplier), the F&J holding (Vortex
home appliances, wood processing products, textile articles), Contex Digital Electronic,
Giant Star srl. (wholesaler), etc.31 In this category companies that build and operate renewable energy plants, solar parks or wind farms (such as Enertech Sun srl.) may also
be included, most of them having arrived here before 2013, when green energy production
was stimulated by generous governmental subsidies (green certificates).
Other more recent investor companies operate in the production of automotive parts
(NBHX Trim Group in Brașov), or lighting appliances (Liting Universal Group, from
Shanghai, with an investment in Braila). We could also add here, provided that it will be
carried through, the EUR 50 million investment in a refrigerator factory in Aricesti, Prahova, announced in 2020 by the Haier consortium32, the largest household appliances
manufacturer in China.
As a general conclusion, it can be ascertained that the Chinese investors with greenfield
investments in Romania targeted the energy industry as a priority, both because of the
incentives granted by the Romanian government for green energy development, and in response to the general direction given by the BRI strategy. At the same time, they targeted the
IT&C sector also because of the facilities granted by the government; Thirdly, they chose
the automotive parts and consumer goods industries (household appliances,
electronic goods, lighting appliances etc.), given the numerous opportunities and competitive advantages offered by Romania: low labour costs, affordable real estate, points of
access into the local and regional production chains (e.g. for manufacturing components,
parts and accessories), an emerging economy with a dynamic internal market which is a
part of the EU single market and enables the large-scale distribution of made in EU Chinese
products.
The second category of companies, of those that own assets in Romania which have been
31 See: “Chinezii care fac cei mai mulţi bani în România. Top 20 de companii”, Economica.net, September 23, 2017, Available at: https://
www.economica.net/chinezii-care-fac-cei-multi-bani-in-romania-top-20-de-companii_143775.html
32 See: L. Petrescu, “Un consortiu din China vrea sa construiasca o fabrica de frigidere in Prahova. Investitia se ridica la 50 de milioane de
euro”, Mediafax, February 19, 2020, Available at: https://www.mediafax.ro/social/un-consortiu-din-china-vrea-sa-construiasca-o-fabrica-de-frigidere-in-prahova-investitia-se-ridica-la-50-de-milioane-de-euro-18864303
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taken over indirectly, as a result of purchasing the Western companies that have previously
owned them, includes: WH Group, the former Shuanghui, which took over Smithfield
Foods from the American group Smithfield and came to own 50 pig farms, two fodder factories, a slaughterhouse and a distribution company in Romania; ChemChina, which took
over the Italian tyre manufacturer Pirelli and as a result now owns two factories in Romania – a tyre factory and an electrical engine factory; COFCO, which took over the Dutch
company Nidera and came to own the largest cereal terminal in the Port of Constanța;
Ningbo Joyson Electronic Corp, which took over the German companies Quinn and
Preh, the American company KSS/Key Safety Systems and the Japanese company Takata
and as such is now also the owner in Romania of one factory from each of the two German
companies, three factories from KSS (U.S.) and three from Takata (JP), resulting in a total
of eight facilities that manufacture automotive components and accessories in our country.
The fact that a very important Chinese State bank, the Bank of China, the fourth in the
world, with assets equivalent to EUR 2710 billion and a net profit of EUR 24.5 billion,
opened (via Budapest) a branch office in Romania at the end of 2019, is a positive signal
as far as the future bilateral cooperation is concerned, as this bank is commonly used as a
financial lever for the implementation of BRI projects. Bank of China is the first Chinese bank
in Romania, in a market dominated by European and American banks. It has previously
opened other branches in Austria, the Czech Republic, Poland and Serbia – again through
the bank in Budapest where it has been present since 2003, as procedures were in this way
much simplified.33
Signing the bilateral EU-China investment Treaty entitled EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI) - which is expected to take place by the end of 2020 -, will represent an extremely important moment for encouraging EU-China mutual investments within
a regulated framework, one from which the cooperation between Romania and China may
also draw benefits.
3. Conclusions
Interconnectivity is a prerequisite of development, progress, and prosperity. It is another
way of expressing the essence of the old Chinese proverb “If you want to get rich, build
a road first”. Without doubt, this is one of the most important endeavours underlying improved living standards, a recipe that is well-known and has been tested in the millennia-long history of the Chinese people, who built the Grand Canal and the Great Wall and,
at the same time, it is a truth demonstrated once more by China’s fast development over the
recent four decades.
China has dedicated a lot of effort, sacrifice, time and money to building infrastructure and
that helped the country grow and become a major industrial and commercial power, able
to pull out of poverty, employ an extremely numerous workforce and overcome economic
crises more easily. The logic behind the current stage in China’s evolution is to continue
33 See: M. Baniţă, “Confirmare Gigantul financiar Bank of China, una dintre cele mai mari bănci din lume, intră oficial în România via Budapesta”, Profit, November 14, 2019, Available at: https://www.profit.ro/povesti-cu-profit/financiar/banci/confirmare-gigantul-financiarbank-of-china-una-dintre-cele-mai-mari-banci-din-lume-intra-oficial-in-romania-via-budapesta-19170168.
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abroad what has been accomplished for the most part within its borders, connecting China
to all the rest of the world and bringing the world closer to China.
From the perspective of the importance placed on investments in general and on the investments in infrastructure in particular, as well as with regard to the major role as growth
drivers that both investments and export can play in the catching up phases of a country’s
evolution, Romania has a lot to learn from the Chinese experience. As it was successfully
demonstrated by China’s economic rise, international economic relations are an extremely
important element in supporting and enhancing a growth model based on investments and
exports, offering to the country that opts for such a model both a source where to draw capital from, as well as technological and organisational know-how, good practice examples,
training etc., and the markets that can absorb its exports.
However, the analysis of the economic and trade relation between Romania and China
indicates that over the last decades neither trade, in particular Romanian exports, nor investments, with their capital inflow component, functioned at the level of the potential existing in both countries or at the quality level of their bilateral relation and, as such, they did
not provide the necessary growth impetus that Romania needed in its development and its
relations with the countries of the world.
Although they had at their disposal two theoretically valuable instruments to develop their
trade relations with China and to absorb investment capital from this high-capacity and
high-availability source, none of the Central and Eastern European countries that have
partnered with it in the 16+1 platform and BRI seemed to have managed to do that very
well. Romania either.
Moreover, all these countries, including Romania, keep running severe trade imbalances
in their commercial exchanges with China, accumulating year on year growing deficits that
aggravate their current situation and encumber their perspective for future development.
At the same time, the so-called investments offered by/received from China are, in fact,
most of them, interest-carrying loans, pre-conditioned by claims for very strong guarantees
(sovereign guarantees), and binding stipulations providing for contracts being awarded to
Chinese companies without tenders, or for the exclusive or predominant use of Chinese
staff, materials and equipment etc., Additionally, they carry higher interest rates than usually payable in the case of EU funding (which also includes many grants), of the funding
coming from major investment banks (World Bank, ADB)34, or even offered by some states
(Japan, for example).
Although the launch of the 16+1 platform and of the BRI strategy assumed positive goals,
having in themselves a major potential for supporting the development of the countries involved, we must admit that both are still marred by imperfections and that, furthermore, the
way in which they were used was also faulty in many respects, often not taking into account
the situation, interests and priorities of the beneficiaries, not ensuring the fair sharing of risks
and benefits between participants, and generating harmful asymmetries, which caused
mistrust and incited China’s partner countries to restraint.
34 Asian Development Bank.
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This is why the 16+1 platform seems almost dysfunctional, devoid of a vivid activity, with
perceptible impact and notable economic results. It appears rather too formal, consisting
more of high-level events, while for the rest of time it functions just as an umbrella for bilateral dialogues with China.35
This is also the reason why the BRI implementation in different parts of the world has often
created discontent in the beneficiary countries and led to the refusal or cancellation of some
projects and to the renegotiation of others with massive price reductions (Malaysia, for example36), or it led to payment incapacity on the part of some recipients of investment loans
(Pakistan, the African countries after the COVID-19 pandemic), to excessive indebtedness
(e.g. the 8 most vulnerable countries, including Montenegro)37, to the high risks related to
the “debt trap” (e.g. Sri Lanka, the Hambantota Port)38, to economically unsustainable projects (e.g. the Belgrade-Budapest high-speed railway connection), to white elephants39 (e.g.
the Mattalla Rajapaksa International Airport in Sri Lanka)40 and, eventually, to unfortunate
conclusions and statements such as win-win means China wins twice.41 Such situations set
other potential partners on alert, harm the image of the BRI and diminish the confidence that
countries might have in getting involved in such projects.
The Romania-China relation may be correctly seen only in the wider context of Romania’s
European and transatlantic connections. As a Member State and as a partner, Romania
complies with all the agreements signed and with all the obligations undertaken when it
joined the EU, NATO and the United States-Romania Strategic Partnership. As far as the
commercial aspect is concerned, Romania abides by the common trade policy of the European Union42, while in terms of investments, the bilateral relation with China will soon
be regulated by the EU-China Agreement on investments. This is also the context in which
the working methods and mechanisms meant to incentivise commercial collaboration and
cooperation between Romania and China and between China and CEE11 within the new
17+1 arrangement and the BRI can be adjusted and perfected.
The critical observations based on the input coming from the market are the main elements
that can guide the process of adjusting and improving the implementation of BRI both in the
35 J. Szczudlik, “Seven years of the 16+1. An assessment of China’s “Multilateral Bilateralism” in Central Europe”, Asie.Visions, no. 107, IFRI,
Centre for Asian Studies, April 2019.
36 See: J. Sipalan, “China, Malaysia restart massive ‘Belt and Road’ project after hiccups”, Reuters, July 25, 2019, available at: https://
www.reuters.com/article/us-china-silkroad-malaysia/china-malaysia-restart-massive-belt-and-road-project-after-hiccups-idUSKCN1UK0DG
37 Djibouti, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Maldive, Mongolia, Muntenegru, Pakistan, Tajikistan. T. Fernholz, “Eight countries in danger of falling into
China’s ‘debt trap’”, March 7, 2018, Available at: https://qz.com/1223768/china-debt-trap-these-eight-countries-are-in-danger-of-debtoverloads-from-chinas-belt-and-road-plans/
38 See: K. Schultz, “Sri Lanka, Struggling With Debt, Hands a Major Port to China”, The New York Times, December 12, 2017, Available at:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/12/world/asia/sri-lanka-china-port.html
39 Extremely expensive projects, not justified from an economic point of view and useless. See also https://dictionary.cambridge.org/
dictionary/english/white-elephant
40 The modern Mattalla Rajapaksa International Airport in Sri Lanke is considered the emptiest airport in the world. W. Shepard, “The
Story Behind The World’s Emptiest International Airport”, Forbes, May 28, 2016, Available at: https://www.forbes.com/sites/wadeshepard/2016/05/28/the-story-behind-the-worlds-emptiest-international-airport-sri-lankas-mattala-rajapaksa/#3905dba77cea
41 See also S. Pencea, “Noul Drum al Mătăsii, punct terminus Europa”, Academica Journal, Romanian Academy, 2019.
42 See: “Politica comercială Comună a Uniunii Europene”, Ministerul Economiei, Energiei și Mediului de Afaceri, Available at: http://www.
imm.gov.ro/ro/politica-comerciala-comuna-a-uniunii-europene/
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Central and Eastern European countries and in the rest of the world. These critical observations, as they emerged in various parts of the world as signals of the market, are related
either to (i) the contractual terms of the infrastructure construction agreements financed by
China, or to (ii) the results and impact of certain projects already completed.
In the first category of issues, of unreasonable contractual terms, criticism refers to43:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The lack of transparency in the selection of routes for infrastructure constructions, without considering the interests of the transited beneficiary countries, but
only the interest of achieving shorter and less expensive routes to certain targeted
markets. One example is the Belgrade-Budapest railway connection, which was
contested in Hungary in terms of its necessity, usefulness, efficiency, opportunity
cost and the length of investment recovery time (estimated between 130 and 2 400
years).44
The pre-conditions set by Chinese companies in contracts, such as: the
direct assignment (without a tender) of the building contracts to Chinese companies;
the mandatory use of materials, equipment and workforce from China; the granting
of long-term tax reliefs for the Chinese companies with activity in the beneficiary
country. Such provisions are crowding out the other companies in the market, they
are discriminatory and undermine the local industry, not leaving any chance for a
positive local impact through multiplying effects, positive spillovers and job creation.
As a result, companies do not benefit from a level playing field. It is documented that
89% of the contracts financed by China within the BRI are awarded to Chinese companies without a tender and only 11% are left to local companies (7.6%) or foreign
third parties (3.4%).45
The volume and cost of the credit offered by Chinese banks and the
safety clauses that require sovereign guarantees (subsequently increasing the
beneficiary country’s external debt), collaterals (which give access to the beneficiary’s natural resources or to other valuable assets), or debt-to-equity swaps – represent other important issues that make the subject of the criticism emerged in relation to the BRI implementation, as all of them aggravate the risks that the borrowing
country exposes itself to.

The second category of problematic aspects in the implementation of the Belt and Road
Initiative infrastructure projects includes, specifically for Europe,46 the following:


The China-Europe railway connection called China Railway Express
(part of the Belt), although positive in principle, is problematic in several ways: 1. its

43 S. Pencea, “China-Europe BRI connectivity: what’s wrong, what’s next”, Global Economic Observer, Vol. 6(2), December, 2018, Available
at: https://ideas.repec.org/a/ntu/ntugeo/vol6-iss2-18-190.html.
44 Z. Voros, “Who benefits from the Chinese-built Hungary-Serbia Railway?”, The Diplomat, January 4, 2018, Available at: https://thediplomat.com/2018/01/who-benefits-from-the-chinese-built-hungary-serbia-railway/
45 J. Hillman, “China’s Belt and Road Initiative: Five Years Later”, CSIS, Reconnecting Asia, Statement before the US-China Economic and
Security Review Commission, CSIS, Testimony, January 25 2018, Available at: https://www.csis.org/analysis/chinas-belt-and-road-initiative-five-years-later-0.
46 See also S. Pencea, “China-Europe BRI connectivity: what’s wrong, what’s next”, Global Economic Observer, Vol. 6(2), December, 2018,
Available at: https://ideas.repec.org/a/ntu/ntugeo/vol6-iss2-18-190.html.
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operation is strongly subsidised (up to 60% of the transport cost) creating, as such,
unfair competition that is disrupting markets; 2. when returning from Europe, trains
are partly or entirely empty, causing a severe imbalance in the two-way traffic (for
every 4 loaded trains going West, only one goes East) and that, in its turn, is worsening the European countries’ trade deficits with China, further shedding light on
other flaws, such as: (a) the insufficient and selective opening of the Chinese market,
(b) the lack of access to the Chinese government procurement market, (c) the use
of numerous non-tariff barriers to protect Chinese markets and give a competitive
edge to local companies (d) the unfair competition practices and unfair treatment of
European companies in the Chinese internal market.
As regards the maritime connection (the Road), it must be noted that while Chinese companies own shares in at least 8 European ports and/or port management
companies, controlling around 10% of Europe’s container terminal capacity, and
as the same situation tends to expand to the European airports as well (there are
already at least 4 cases), no European company owns any share in the capital of
Chinese ports or airports.
The same lack of symmetry and reciprocity also exists with regard to the EU-China
bilateral investments: while Chinese companies operate on an open-to-investments European market, and had, as such, the opportunity to take over more than
360 companies in Europe, the access in the Chinese market has been long controlled and protected by a black list, with investment access admitted only to certain
companies and only as minority shareholders with limited voting rights, in compulsory joint ventures formed with Chinese partners to whom they were required to give
away their technology (i.e. forced transfer). The first European company, entirely
foreign-owned, was established in China as recently as December 2018 (BMW)
and it is still one of very few exceptions.

BRI and 16+1 are still new initiatives, in full self-defining process, and for them recognizing,
understanding and internalizing market signals is both the condition and the solution for
readjustment and success, provided the required corrections are made.
BRI is a bold initiative, with the actual potential to solve many of the infrastructure and industrialisation gaps that hold back the development of many states, but the strategy envisages
an extremely wide and complex area – in terms of geography, sectors and scope – and is
naturally facing many challenges. Practically, it is “navigating through unchartered territory”, with many unknowns, as it has never been attempted before, and therefore it is expectedly in need of corrections along the way. To succeed – which, in principle, means being
able to ensure real and fair benefits to all the countries along its routes -, the BRI strategy
must keep adjusting to both the present and the continually emerging new market signals.
At the same time, we believe that the multilateral nature of the BRI should be matched by a
much wider international involvement and contribution, in order to fine-tune its design, to
better carry out its implementation and to share the risks and benefits between the involved
in complete honesty and balance.
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We believe that the success of the BRI initiative relies on its adaptation to the specific conditions of each country and requires that the needs, local priorities and potential for secure
borrowing of each country benefitting from investments be considered. At the same time,
success depends on the implementation of projects in such a way that it generates multiplying effects and positive externalities in the receiving economies, driving their economic
dynamics, job creation, industrial modernization, production growth and diversification,
export upsurge, economic growth, public services development and hence the improvement of their living standards. The community, the enterprises, the institutions, should all
have the chance to feel the benefits of those projects as soon as possible, to come to appreciate and endorse them.
This is why for all the above to be possible, we believe that all over the world – and of
course in Romania – projects seeking to develop interconnectivity should be selected so
that they respond to the requirements for economic rationality, financial feasibility, commercial viability, social and environmental sustainability and be carried out transparently,
in observance of all the rules and regulations in force, ensuring market access and a level
playing field for companies.
It is encouraging to see that this type of response to market signals through appropriate
adjustments is already being implemented in the case of the 16+1 platform, which has
become more open towards involving the EU in its activities and bringing the BRI projects
more in line with the values, principles, rules and requirements of the EU. It is also felt in the
progress of the EU-China negotiations as to finalizing the EU-China agreement on investments, but also as far as the BRI further implementation in the world is concerned.
In the opening speech of the second BRI Forum, of April 2019, President Xi Jinping answered to almost all the critical observations coming from all over the world and highlighted herein and he launched a new commitment from China with respect to the collaboration within the BRI. He spoke of: extended consultations, cooperation and sharing of
benefits with the partners; ensuring the transparency, commercial and fiscal sustainability
of projects; adopting the international rules and standards and China’s contributing to the
WTO rules; extending access on the Chinese market to imports and foreign investments;
eliminating subsidies and other practices that distort markets; reducing customs duties and
eliminating non-tariff barriers; ensuring equal treatment and a better business environment
for foreign companies in China; accepting fully foreign owned or foreign controlled companies; stopping forced transfers of technology and ensuring the protection of intellectual
property rights (IPRs). Part of these are commitments and adjustments are already visible in
the real economy.
***
The Belt and Road initiative addresses real, major needs resulting from the development
and infrastructure interconnection gaps between countries, therefore having a considerable
potential to provide an impetus for economic growth, development, modernization to the
standards of the 21st century and for the improvement of the living standards in the beneficiary countries, provided it is implemented the right way. There is a chance that, at
least in our part of the planet, the European Union and China find this way together.
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Ана-Кристина Б´лгар

Односи Румуније и Кине:
кратак преглед и перспективе
Апстракт
Овај рад на румунско-кинеске односе кроз време гледа из троструке перспективе историјске, политичке и, пре свега, економске. Ослањајући се на формат сарадње
„17 + 1“ и Иницијативу појас и пут (BRI), рад анализира билатералну трговинску
сарадњу Румуније и Кине, кинеске инвестиције и присуство Кине у румунској економији, као и учешћу Румуније у обема: „17+1“ платформи и Иницијативи појас и пут.
Рад осветљава оно што није било у реду и ометало је правилно функционисање ове
две кинеске иницијативе до сада, и даје поглед аутора на оно што је потребно учинити како би оне могле дати на обострану корист боље и обећане резултате.
Кључне речи: Односи Румуније и Кине, „16 + 1”; „17 + 1”; Иницијатива појас и
пут, кинеска трговина, кинеске инвестиције
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The Importance of the Muara Coast Sites for Bruneian
World War II Heritage: the Muara Beach Memorial, the
American Wreck and the Australian Wreck**
Abstract
The area of Muara experienced intense fighting in World War II. This was the area from
where the Japanese troops made their approach to Bandar Seri Begawan and also the
area where the Australians fought their way ashore to liberate Brunei. As such the site of
Muara Beach is now home to a yearly commemorative ceremony in Brunei and a war memorial erected on the beach itself. The sea off the Muara Coast holds important additional
remnants testifying of World War II in Brunei. Two frequently visited diving wrecks originate from World War II and can be accessed by regular divers. These wrecks are called
the ‘Australian Wreck’ and the ‘American Wreck’. Both have an interesting and particular
history connected specifically to World War II in the area. The paper will discuss how all
these sites now serve as reminders of Bruneian World War II heritage and make the Muara
Coast area important for this heritage. The paper will argue that the preservation of the
wrecks and the Muara Beach memorial is imperative as sites of Bruneian World War II
heritage and memory but also for the potential they hold for visitors from Brunei as well as
abroad.
Keywords: World War II, Japanese Occupation of Brunei, Memorials, Wrecks.
1. Introduction
The appeal and attraction of an area is determined by the wealth of landmarks it contains.
Some of these landmarks are made up of elements of natural beauty. Others are the result
of cultural elements. War is not a manifestation of noble human culture but it is a human
cultural element in the sense that it is man-made. Similar to most countries in the world Brunei was also touched by World War II. These events now already lie many decades and
several generations of Bruneians behind us but their heritage can still be observed in Brunei.
The Muara Beach as well as the wrecks1 that lie in Brunei Bay, all hold special significance
as silent witnesses of the horrors of war in the so peaceful Brunei of today.
*
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1 There are many wrecks in the Bay of Brunei area but only two are accessible by regular divers. Interestingly enough at least two more World
War II wrecks have been identified and are known to but these need high technical skill to be accessed because of the depth these wrecks sank
to. See“Dive Sites in Brunei, Technical Wrecks”, Poni Divers Website, Available at: https://ponidivers.com/dive-sites-in-brunei/; The Yuho
Maru and Baiei Maru were oil tankers used by the Japanese but are inaccessible to the public and therefore not part of this essay.
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It is these sites that embody the events that took place there during World War II and function as witnesses of this era. These landmarks through their nature and function form the only
physical testimony of the War that changed the balance of power throughout the whole
world and all are to be found on the Muara Coast area. There are also still human witnesses
to this era but statistical data tells us that in 2015 there were only 1100 people in Brunei
who were 85 years old or above.2 These people were statistically 15 years old and older
in 1945 and would have been only 12 years old since 1942 at the time the Japanese occupation became a daily reality for Bruneian society.3 This abstract number of 1100 people
of an age able to remember the events and bear witness to the events also does not mean
that all of these were even present in Brunei when the war came to Brunei. As the historical
memory of the event is fading the memory of the war becomes more and more explored in
the fields of historical and literary studies.4
Very few people remain to bear witness to the war in Brunei provided they were in already
residing in Brunei during that time and their health still allows this today. As the human memory is fading, the appeal and memory of World War II in general remains very important
to society and future generations in many ways, both individuals and families who were in
the war as well as communities and nations affected by it.
Every year the Anzac Day memorial service is conducted at the location of Muara Beach
and for Bruneian society this is an important yearly returning event. The location is home to
a small Australia-Brunei Memorial that bears witness to the Australians soldiers that died on
Muara Beach during the liberation of Brunei. The site is now used as location of the yearly
Anzac Day memorial. As recently as 2017 the Australian High Commissioner to Brunei
Darussalam Nicola Rosenblum unveiled a new commemorative plaque for the monument.5
The area of Muara also contains two important World War II shipwrecks in the Bay of Brunei. The ‘Australian Wreck’ and the ‘American Wreck’ as these are now known to Bruneian
divers are because of their location in the sea hard to access by the general public but have
also recently become the site of memorial ceremonies. A small memorial was erected in the
American Embassy in Brunei Darussalam in 2016 for the American sailors who died on the
American ship that sank in the Bay of Brunei.6
The whole area of the Muara Coast as home to these physical remnants of World War II in
Brunei forms a unique area of Bruneian history and cultural heritage that touches the history
2 Brunei Darussalam Statistical Yearbook 2015, Department of Statistics Brunei Darussalam, Department of Economic Planning and Development Prime Minister’s Office, Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei, 2016, p. 16.
3 Brunei was actually already attacked in late December 1941 by the Japanese.
4 As example of the importance of literature in Bruneian memory see H. Hannah and F. Dhont. “Bombs as potent reminders of war: A literary-historical study of Negara Brunei Darussalam”, South East Asia: A Multidisciplinary Journal, 16, pp. 138-150; Also see the original literary
work by M. Burmat, Permainan Laut, Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, Bandar Seri Begawan, 2008; As example of the memory of the war in Brunei historically studied see: J. Maslin, J. Marles and F. Dhont, Kisah-kisah dalam kenangan; Stories through memories, Syarikat Haji Jukim/Jukin
Bin Haji Lamit & Anak-Anak, Brunei Darussalam, Bandar Seri Begawan, 2017; Also see F. Dhont, J. E. Marles, J. Maslin, “Memories of World
War II: Oral Histories of Brunei Darussalam (December 1941-June 1945)”, In Jarosław Suchoples, Stephanie James, Barbara Törnquist-Plewa
(eds.) World War II Re-explored: Some New Millennium Studies in the History of the Global Conflict, Peter Lang, Berlin, 2019, pp. 131-149.
5 I. Groves HA, “Panel Maklumat baru dilancarkan”, Media Permata Newspaper, April 25, 2017, Available at:
https://mediapermata.com.bn/panel-maklumat-baru-dilancarkan/
6 C. B. Allen, “Year’s End Holiday Message by U.S. Ambassador to Brunei Darussalam”, U.S. Embassy in Brunei Darussalam, December 20,
2016, Available at: https://bn.usembassy.gov/years-end-holiday-message-u-s-ambassador-brunei-darussalam-craig-b-allen/
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of both Brunei but also other countries. This is embodied by the memorial Australia-Brunei
Memorial at Muara Beach on land as well as the World War II shipwrecks on land. It is
argued in this paper that these sites must be preserved as they embody and physically represent Bruneian World War II heritage and memory but also for the potential attraction and
importance they hold for visitors and future generations from Brunei as well as abroad. It is
argued that the potential of the Muara Coast to attract and educate visitors interested in the
history of Brunei is very significant because of these sites. To demonstrate these points the
paper will discuss the background of the war and how these sites of the Muara coast came
to serve and function as reminders of Bruneian World War II heritage.
2. Historical Background
World War II has been extensively documented but a short sketch is necessary to explain
how these events touched Brunei and how Muara beach and the World War II wrecks in in
the Bay of Brunei became significant during World War II.
The strategic importance of Brunei and the presence of oil caused it to be a top target for
the Japanese. As soon as bombs fell on Pearl Harbour on the 8th of December 1941 the
British denied the Japanese access to the oil installations by burning all these resources in
Lutong and Seria.7 In fact the British had already begun since September 1941 to fill up
the naturally flowing oilwells with cement in Seria in order to stop these from flowing.8 The
Japanese immediately captured these coveted resources on 16 December 1941.9 On 22
December the Japanese had marched all the way to Bandar Seri Begawan where they met
Sultan Ahmad Tajuddin and various Bruneian officials.10 Brunei had fallen into Japanese
hands and would be governed by the Japanese for the duration of the war but Japan was
careful in the way the Bruneian Sultan was initially treated. When Marquis Maeda was
appointed as head of the administration of the Borneo Defense Force in charge of all the
former British territories on Borneo Island, he visited Sultan Ahmad Tajuddin to legitimize
his presence and assured him of both financial support as well as his ability to maintain his
religious authority in Bruneian society.11
The Japanese were able to exploit Bruneian oil resources during the war and put heavy
pressure on Seria in this process but the sparse population of Brunei created a need to import foreign labor. This colored the way the Bruneian population would come to remember
the Japanese occupation.12 There were for instance comfort women stations in Kuala Belait
where large numbers of the Japanese soldiers were stationed and Taiwanese and Korean
women were sent to the Miri and Seria area.13 Historical research has been able to confirm
that many more stations were set up in Sarawak and Sandakan but not in Bandar Seri Be7 B. Reece, Masa Jepun: Sarawak Under the Japanese 1941-1945, Sarawak Literary Society, Kuching, 1998, p. 27.
8 M. Mohamed, Zaman Jepun di Brunei, 1941-1945, Pusat Sejarah Brunei, Bandar Seri Begawan, 2017, p. 53.
9 O. K. Gin, The Japanese Occupation of Borneo, 1941-1945, Routledge, London and New York, 2011, p. 37.
10 M. Mohamed, Zaman Jepun di Brunei, 1941-1945, Pusat Sejarah Brunei, Bandar Seri Begawan, 2017, p. 66.
11 B. Reece, Masa Jepun: Sarawak Under the Japanese 1941-1945, Sarawak Literary Society, Kuching, 1998, p. 58.
12 F. Dhont, “The Japanese Occupation of Insular Southeast Asia: Japanese Homogenizing Policies and Local National Identities in British
Borneo, the Philippines and the Netherlands Indies”, Asian Issues, No. 1/2017, vol. 3, Institute for Asian Studies, Belgrade, 2017, p. 32.
13 B. Reece, Masa Jepun: Sarawak Under the Japanese 1941-1945, Sarawak Literary Society, Kuching, 1998, p. 58.
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gawan town.14 The Japanese put their center of presence in the Miri area and not the Bandar
Seri Begawan area. This indirectly lessened the impact of the Japanese occupation on Bandar Seri Begawan. Where there were Japanese troops there was a need for comfort women
stations. The Japanese also put women from Southeast Asia in the comfort stations and there
were also individual cases of Bruneian women raped by the Japanese.15 The Japanese occupation took its toll on Brunei and the Bruneian population was traumatized, experienced
shortages and lived in fear during the war. As the war situation began to turn against the
Japanese, conditions in Brunei also became increasingly harsher. Towards the end of 1944
conditions had worsened considerably. During the war imported Javanese Romusha were
used for heavy labor as procurement of resources became increasingly difficult in Northern
Borneo.16 One of the ships used by the Japanese to transport resources in Southeast Asia
was the Japanese epts. Imabari Maru that is now known as the ‘Australian Wreck’. During
its mission to transport laborers and comfort women, the ship hit a Japanese mine in Brunei
Bay and many laborers and comfort women were killed when it sank in September 1944.
As supplies became increasingly scarce the Brunei population became increasingly touched
by the war.17 The Japanese themselves came more and more tense and under pressure as the
war conditions worsened. Fearful of eradication of the Bruneian leadership by the Japanese
near the end of the war, the Sultan had to flee Brunei to hide in the jungle.18
During the second half of 1944 the Japanese decided to base the Southeast Area Fleet in
Brunei Bay and they proceeded to put mines in Brunei Bay to protect the area.19 The Allied
bombing campaign started in early June 1945 and the mines in Brunei Bay were swept. 20 It
was again one of those mines that hit the American vessel ‘USS Salute’ in June 1945 when
it had begun to clear the minefield. The wreck of the ship can now still be found in Brunei
Bay as the ‘American Wreck’. The sweeping of the mines cleared the way for the Australian army to liberate Brunei. On the 10th of June 1945 the Australians in Operation Oboe
6 landed on Muara beach and overwhelmed Japanese resistance before advancing to
the oilfields.21 On the early morning of the 10th of June 1945 the Japanese in a final act of
resistance also similarly to the British in 1942 destroyed these oil resources to prevent the
Allied forces from capturing these.22 Contrary to the Japanese however the Australians first
marched into Bandar Seri Begawan before marching to the oilfields.23 The importance of
the oil resources was now less paramount compared to the establishment of Allied authority
in the area. When the Australians took control of Bandar Seri Begawan it was safe for the
sultan to return to Bandar Seri Begawan. Sultan Ahmad Tajuddin expressed his happiness
14 O. K. Gin, The Japanese Occupation of Borneo, 1941-1945, Routledge, London and New York, 2011, p. 68.
15 M. Mohamed, Zaman Jepun di Brunei, 1941-1945, Pusat Sejarah Brunei, Bandar Seri Begawan, 2017, p. 122.
16 O. K. Gin, The Japanese Occupation of Borneo, 1941-1945, Routledge, London and New York, 2011, p. 130.
17 See J. Maslin, J. Marles and F. Dhont, Kisah-kisah dalam kenangan; Stories through memories, Syarikat Haji Jukim/Jukin Bin Haji Lamit &
Anak-Anak, Brunei Darussalam, Bandar Seri Begawan, 2017.
18 M. Mohamed, Zaman Jepun di Brunei, 1941-1945, Pusat Sejarah Brunei, Bandar Seri Begawan 2017, p. 149.
19 O. K. Gin, The Japanese Occupation of Borneo, 1941-1945, Routledge, London and New York, 2011, p. 130.
20 Ibidem, p. 137.
21 P. Stanley, Borneo 1942-1945: Australians in the Pacific War, Department of Veteran’s Affairs, Canberra, 2005, p. 10.
22 M. Mohamed, Zaman Jepun di Brunei, 1941-1945, Pusat Sejarah Brunei, Bandar Seri Begawan 2017, p. 56.
23 P. Stanley, Borneo 1942-1945: Australians in the Pacific War, Department of Veteran’s Affairs, Canberra, 2005, p. 12.
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at the return of the British to Brunei.24 The rebuilding process subsequently began and the
war became part of the history of Brunei.
In all these events the Muara coast area held a particular importance as this was the site
where the Australians landed to begin the liberation of Brunei. Additionally it was also in
front of this coast that ships plied off an on, shipping all types of cargo from people used as
slave labor to oil in this very busy shipping lane in front of the Muara Coast. Finally the strategic importance of the anchorage provided by Brunei Bay area compelled the Japanese
to protect this with mines. These same mines were the ones that caused the demise of both
the Japanese transport ship Imabari Maru and also the American minesweeper USS Salute
creating the ‘Australian Wreck’ and the ‘American Wreck’ of today.
3. Commemorative Sites of Heritage
The value of the Muara coastal area is clearly considerable to Bruneian War history. The
natural beauty of the region and the development of the area for recreation both on land as
well as in the water will remain outside the scope of this paper. Because of these historical
events that played out during World War II, the area is also important for its place and role
in the war history of Brunei. However, the three different sites of Muara Beach, the American Wreck and the Australian wreck each represent this history in a very different way.
The American Wreck is what its name proclaims to be. This is a wreck that sank in June
1945 when it was carrying out minesweeping missions in the bay of Brunei. It drifted to
close to a Japanese mine and blew up. Several of the crew went down with the ship and
lost their lives. The ship is now on the bay of Brunei and is a major site visited by local and
international divers.
The site itself is in poor condition as the wreck itself is broken in half with one section of the
wreck partially positioned on top of the other section.25 Documentation on the wreck is
steadily growing as both Poni Divers and Oceanic Quest Diving in Brunei have recently
made efforts to document this site.26 Like Poni Divers, Oceanic Quest also provides potentially interested divers a sketch of the wreck and even includes an extensive write-up on the
history of the American Wreck including information on the American sailors who passed
away there.27
The USS Salute was launched in February 1943 and came in 1944 to the Pacific Ocean
in order to carry out convoy escort duty before being charged with patrolling and minesweeping around the islands of the Philippines. To help prepare for the Allied landing of
Brunei, in June 1945 the ship was charged with minesweeping in Brunei Bay. Their work be24 T. S. Monks, Brunei Days, The Book Guild, Sussex, 1992, p. 106.
25 Based on personal observations during dives. Originally depicted in M. Davidson, Laut Brunei, The Brunei Sea, Brunei Sub-Aqua Diving
Club, Muara, 2000, p. 97.
26 Recent sketches were done by Poni Divers. See “Wrecks in Brunei”, Poni Divers Website, Available at: https://ponidivers.com/divingin-brunei-poni-wrecks/
27 “American Wreck”, Oceanic Quest Website, Available at: http://oceanicquest.com/american-wreck/
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gan on 7 June 1945 but on 8 June the ship hit a mine, fractured and could not be saved.28
Recently the ship received more attention. In 2016 the American and Bruneian Navy cooperated with the Bruneian Government to remove some items from the wreck.29 The American
Ambassador and the American commander paid tribute to the American Sailors during the
event and stated: “Our remembrance ceremony and diving operations on Salute solemnly
honor an important historical site, and pay rightful respects to the legacy of brave Americans who will never be forgotten.”30 In fact nine Americans died during the accident and in
2016 the US Embassy installed a small memorial on its premises.31 The memorial contains a
folded American flag, a picture of the USS Salute and he names of those who died. During
the memorial service the American and Bruneian Divers also carried out activities on the
actual wreck. They attached a plastic wreath to the wreck of the Salute.32 The U.S. Ambassador to Brunei participated in the wreath laying ceremony on an American destroyer in
the Bay of Brunei honoring the bravery and service of the sailors on the USS Salute that had
passed away.33 At the time the American Naval History and Heritage Command however
also expressed their concerns for the safety of the wreck and a testimony left by a certain
diver on 22 January 2017 on this website already alluded to some objects from the wreck
being stolen by looters.34
Where this first historical site has recently received significant attention, the second shipwreck related to World War II that is accessible to divers has received far less attention despite its longer and more mysterious history. The accounts of its history seem to have become
mixtures of local folklore and half-forgotten historical accounts. The ship was originally referred to as the ‘Australian Wreck’ and still carries this misnomer today for convenience’s
sake in the diving community although there is since recently a greater awareness on the
actual ship’s origin. It is unclear why this ship came to be called the Australian wreck but it is
speculated that it was either sunk by Australian forces or an Australian ship. Perhaps there is
a connection to the history of Australia landing troops in the area for the liberation of Brunei
during World War II that caused people to remember this wreck as the Australian Wreck.
The story of the ship being sunk by the Australian forces seems to have found its way on the
internet by a group called Panaga Divers and is still on the website of Oceanic Quest.35 In
28 J. L. Mooney (ed.), The Dictionary of American Naval Fighting Ships, Vol. 6, Government Printing Office, Washington D.C., 1959, p. 271.
29 E. Lockwood, “NHHC Reviews U.S. Navy Wrecks in South Pacific Waters and Prepares to Bring New Life to Disturbed Artifacts”,
The Sextant, U.S. Navy, Naval History and Heritage Command, November 18, 2016, Available at: http://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.
mil/2016/11/18/artifact-recovery-from-uss-salute/
30 “US Navy Divers Conduct Inaugural Dive, Preserve Legacy of USS Salute”, Task Force 73 Public Affairs, Commander, U.S. 7th Fleet,
November 17, 2016, Available at: https://www.c7f.navy.mil/Media/News/Display/Article/1008155/us-navy-divers-conduct-inaugural-dive-preserve-legacy-of-uss-salute/
31 C. B. Allen, “Year’s End Holiday Message by U.S. Ambassador to Brunei Darussalam”, U.S. Embassy in Brunei Darussalam, December
20, 2016, Available at: https://bn.usembassy.gov/years-end-holiday-message-u-s-ambassador-brunei-darussalam-craig-b-allen/
32 “US Navy Divers Conduct Inaugural Dive, Preserve Legacy of USS Salute”, Task Force 73 Public Affairs, United States Navy Website,
November 17, 2016, Available at: https://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story_id=97720 (picture 2)
33 K. Chambers, “U.S., Brunei Conduct Closing Ceremony for Historic CARAT”, United States Navy Website, 6 November 2016, Available
at: https://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story_id=91891
34 E. Lockwood, “NHHC Reviews U.S. Navy Wrecks in South Pacific Waters and Prepares to Bring New Life to Disturbed Artifacts”,
The Sextant, U.S. Navy, Naval History and Heritage Command, November 18, 2016, Available at: http://usnhistory.navylive.dodlive.
mil/2016/11/18/artifact-recovery-from-uss-salute/
35 Oceanic Quest Website, Australian Wreck, Available at: http://oceanicquest.com/australian-wreck/; For the earlier story attributed
to Panaga Divers see: A. Prins, “Amok op ss De Klerk”, 2011, Available at: http://blog.seniorennet.nl/lecercleklercq/archief.php?startda-
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fact it is very likely that the earlier account by a now disbanded group called Brunei SubAqua Diving Club founded in 1981 was the cause of the misnomer as represented in what
seems to be the earliest documented account of the discovery of the actual wreck in recent
history. This group found the Australian Wreck on 22 July 1984 and speculated that the ship
was British built but sold to the Dutch “as all the cabin names, first and second class, are all
in Dutch!”36 The group went on to describe how they found various items on the site: Japanese war goods, batteries, leather boots, beer bottles, bullet clips and a few 75 mm shells,
lots of gas masks and on deck the engine, chassis and tires of Nissan trucks and jeeps.
Finally they also went on to describe a large bomb blast near the starboard bow. 37 At the
the wreck seemed to have been in very good condition when it was found but now decades later the upper deck has collapsed. The group at the time also speculated based on
an account by a local fisherman. They assumed that this ship had been in the Brunei River
close to Muara before it was boarded by desperate Japanese responsible for sacking the
Bruneian palace and other buildings after the news of the Japanese surrender. The soldiers
had plans to sail away to Japan but were bombed by the Australian Airforce according to
the account. 38 This whole account is clearly historically complete wrong but the merit of the
account is that it tells us where the name Australian Wreck comes from and how this wreck
was discovered by local divers in 1984 with the wreck being in very good condition at the
time. This allows us to conclude that the whole misnomer Australian Wreck was based on a
historically false account with the Australian Airforce supposedly bombing this ship. Now
completely disappeared Portholes each weighing 140 lb were at the time still mentioned
to be very well fixed to the wreck.39 The recent sketch by Poni Divers shows a great deal
of decay to the ship now.40 The merit of the Brunei Sub-Aqua Dive Club is considerable,
not only for finding the wrecks in Brunei but also because this is the original group that also
provided the first book on the Brunei diving sites.41
Years later, historical research and brass plaques on the Australian Wreck found by Borneo
Divers Sabah and Mr. Randy Davis helped to identify the actual ship. Originally referred to
as the Australian Wreck, this wreck turned out to be in fact a Dutch ship called S.S. De Klerk
of the Royal Packet Navigation Company (Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappij) . The ship
was renamed and used by the Japanese during World War II for the transportation of people.42 The actual Dutch ship list of the Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappij however stated
that this ship was scuttled in 1942 by the Dutch Navy to prevent it from falling in Japanese
hands, then raised and in 1944 hit by a mine at Labuan. The ship is clearly identified as the
S.S. De Klerk built in 1900. Used by the Royal Packet Navigation Company, it was requisitioned by the Dutch Navy to house troops in January 1942. With the Japanese coming
increasingly closer to Java, on 2 March 1942 it was sunk by the Dutch but then raised by
tum=1320620400&stopdatum=1321225200
36 Brochure: Brunei Sub-Aqua Dive Club 1982-1992, “Our Wrecks, The Australian Wreck”, Brunei Sub-Aqua Dive Club.
37 Ibid.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid.
40 “Wrecks in Brunei”, Poni Divers Website, Available at: https://ponidivers.com/diving-in-brunei-poni-wrecks/
41 M. Davidson, Laut Brunei, The Brunei Sea, Brunei Sub-Aqua Diving Club, Muara, 2000.
42 An original sketch can again be found in in M. Davidson, Laut Brunei, The Brunei Sea, Brunei Sub-Aqua Diving Club, Muara, 2000, p.
103.
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the Japanese on 28 November 1942. They then renamed ship ‘Imaji Maru’ and it sank on
16 September 1944 when it hit a mine in Brunei Bay.43 There is no historical mention of any
Australian involvement whatsoever. Additionally the confusion around the Japanese name
is an interesting issue in itself. Unfortunately the Dutch and English language sources use
the term ‘Imaji Maru’. This is caused by the fact that the Japanese characters can be read
both as ‘Imaji Maru’ or as ‘Imabari Maru’ but it is Imabari Maru that is the more common
reading in Japanese.44
Reliable Japanese sources state that the Imabari Maru sailed from Singapore on 5 September 1944 and hit a mine in Brunei Bay close to Muara where it sank on 16 September
1944.45 The account also tells us that there were 26 Ianfu (Comfort Women) and 308
Romusha (Slave Laborers) who died with only 1 soldier and 4 naval artillery operators
perishing.46 A total of 339 people are said to have died on this wreck. The Imabari Maru
left Miri on 15 September and was in route in convoy to Manila.47 The ship carried a total
of 162 armed personnel, 956 Romusha, and 92 Ianfu from the occupied territories.48 339
of these people died in Brunei Bay.
Now the site has received the local label of being haunted.49 There were many laborers from
Java active in Brunei but it cannot be absolutely proven today with the limitation of historical sources from the war what nationality these Romusha and Ianfu all had. What is clear
though is that these people died in a far greater proportion compared to the soldiers guarding them. When this site was visited in 2015 a memorial wreath was also found attached to
this wreck. This seems to indicate that this wreck also is included in commemorations of the
suffering in the war.
The final site on the Muara coast area is the Muara Beach itself where the Australians landed during the liberation of Brunei. No physical traces are visible on the beach itself of this
event but a memorial was erected to indicate what happened there. This memorial was unveiled in 2008 by the Australian Minister for Veteran’s Affairs. It consists of a circular Black
granite stone with an inscription ‘1945 in Memory’ in honor of the 114 Australians who
were killed and the 221 wounded during the Oboe 6 Operation. The letters “Brunei-Australia Memorial’’ in English and Malay surround the stone.50 An information panel was also
placed next to the stone to explain the campaign.
During the dedication ceremony the Bruneian deputy defense minister was in attendance
43 A. J. J. Mulder, Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappij: wel en wee van een Indische rederij, De Alk, Alkmaar, 1991, pp. 72-73.
44 There is even an Imabari shipping company based in the Imabari region of Japan. See “A Brief History”, Imabari Shipbuilding Co, Ltd.,
Available at: http://www.imazo.co.jp/english/e_comp/e_comp_history.html
45 I. Shinjiro, Senjikansensoushitsushi, Genshuu, Tokyo, 2004, p. 290.
46 Ibid.
47 K. Shinshichiro, Senjiyusoudanshi, Kyoudousha, Tokyo, 1987, p. 257.
48 Rikugun un’yubu zanmu seiribu, Senpaku yusoukan ni okeru sounan butai shiryou (rikugun), Japan Center for Asian Historical Records,
Ref.C08050112500, pp. 32-33.
49 Oceanic Quest Website, Australian Wreck, Available at: http://oceanicquest.com/australian-wreck/ For the earlier story attributed
to Panaga Divers see: A. Prins, “Amok op ss De Klerk”, 2011, Available at: http://blog.seniorennet.nl/lecercleklercq/archief.php?startdatum=1320620400&stopdatum=1321225200
50 Reedz, “Lest we Forget”, anakbrunei.org, December 13, 2008, Available at: https://www.anakbrunei.org/2008/12/13/lest-weforget/
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to represent Brunei and an Australian veteran present remembered that the area had been
bombed from the sea and air with little left when the troops actually arrived but also remarked how different it looked now.51 Today the Muara beach area has been developed
further and yearly Anzac ceremonies have been held at this site. As recently as 2017 the
Australian government donated a new information panel to replace the old panel.52 This
information panel shows two pictures of Australian soldiers coming ashore and walking
along the road of Brunei as it explains the role of ‘Green Beach’ as codename for Muara
Beach in the Oboe operation. The panel also cites the words spoken by Sultan Hassanal
Bolkiah of Brunei during his speech to the Australian Parliament in Canberra where he
emphasized the special relationship between Australia and Brunei because of the Australian landing in Brunei. Finally the panel also mentions how the Bruneians welcomed the
Australians and helped in the liberation of Brunei. The panel helps visitors to understand the
importance of the site but gives only very limited historical background.
4. Remembrance, Preservation and Education
The nature of the sites creates a complexity of memory as these different sites hold different
meaning to different groups involved in the conflict. The area of the Muara coast holds a
special cultural, historical and educational significance because of these three sites and
the historical connection between them. The site on the beach has specific significance
especially to the Australians and the New Zealanders as it is the site where Anzac day is
commemorated yearly in Brunei. For the Bruneians this is also the location that signaled the
end of the long years of Japanese occupation. For an American audience there is clearly
a stronger identification with the ‘American wreck’ in the bay. The plaque of remembrance
that since 2016 hangs in the American Embassy in Brunei and holds the flag and names
of the various people who were killed testifies to this. The issue with this site is of course the
difficulty in accessibility as it is in the sea with the memorial relatively inaccessible in the
American Embassy itself. The Australian Wreck is least recognized as of yet but holds a very
special historical importance. Whereas 114 Australians were lost in the Oboe 6 operation
and 9 Americans died on the USS Salute, the victims who died on the Imabari Maru numbered over three hundred of poor and helpless men and women. This is a site that as such
represents countless Ianfu and Romusha who have no name and no grave as the Imabari
Maru or Australian Wreck is one of the rare physical locations where it can be said with
certainty that these people died. As such the Imabari Maru forms an exceptionally rare
commemorative location where their remains are still to be found.
Research is conducted in Brunei by local and international researchers in the history and
background of these three sites on the Muara Coast. Attention and care are given to these
actual locations as symbols of the war that claimed many lives from Allied soldiers, Japanese soldiers as well as Asian people caught up in this conflict. Because of all these el51 “Brunei commemorates Aussie WWII Veterans”, The Sydney Morning Herald, 13 December 2008, Available at: https://www.smh.com.
au/world/brunei-commemorates-aussie-wwii-veterans-20081213-6xux.html
52 I. Groves HA, “Panel Maklumat baru dilancarkan”, Media Permata Newspaper, April 25, 2017, Available at: https://mediapermata.
com.bn/panel-maklumat-baru-dilancarkan/
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ements, the sites of the Muara Coast now can serve as educational and informative tool
on Bruneian World War II heritage. The fact that the Muara Beach area and the American
Wreck are both well documented helps them to become a specific site of mourning and
memory for family members of the soldiers and sailors that perished there. This is an extremely important element to those individual families who suffered through this grief. But
the sites also hold a major importance for the collective communities of these nations as this
is where their troops perished carrying out their duties to their country.
The memorials have only recently been erected however. The memorial at Muara Beach
dates back to 2008 and the American memorial dates back to 2016. Research in the history of the war also has been increasingly carried out now that the collective memory of
the witnesses who experienced these events is disappearing and written documents will
have to replace their oral stories. The Imabari Maru holds the potential to form a perfect site
as focal point and memorial for the countless civilian Asian Romusha and Ianfu who died
during the conflict. This is a group of people not completely erased from history but largely
ignored even today. The Bruneian local society commemorates their legacy in its own way
by imbuing the site of their memory and deaths as being haunted. For the family members
of presumably the mainly Javanese victims on the Imabari Maru as well as countless other
Romusha and Ianfu that disappeared in World War II, this site is of immense importance
because it is one of the very few sites that is documented and testifies to their suffering.
For Bruneian society these sites matter and not just to attract interested members of the
public to the sites. The importance of these sites and the monuments to Bruneian society is
that they mark and represent a past that helped to shape Bruneian society and the region
today. This gives each of these sites an important role and special character each highlighting different elements of the suffering of the war and the struggle that Brunei experienced
during this time. The growing body of research helps to build and strengthen the memory
of all the people who died in the war and this is very important for the future generations
of people of all the nations involved in this conflict. In that sense the Muara coast area is
an excellent site that holds the potential to be used as an educational case for further study
and documentation to be visited, consulted and passed on to Bruneian youth as well as
international visitors.
To visit the Muara beach itself is not difficult as this area is already regularly used by people
who use the public recreational facilities there and enjoy its natural beauty. This is very positive as it makes the whole beach functional and provides a link to the Australia-Brunei memorial on Muara Beach where the information panel provides some information for visitors.
More could be done however to highlight the importance of the nearby wrecks. The efforts
of Poni Divers and Oceanic Quest also have contributed to the Australian Wreck and the
American Wreck being known in the diving world. More needs to be done however to
see the broader picture and the synthesis between these elements of the sites at the Muara
Coast as they represent the Australian landing on Muara beach, the American Naval efforts and the Japanese shipping of Southeast Asians during World War II.
The Muara Beach area is the easiest of the sites to visit and this area is also not under threat
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or neglect but the wrecks despite their relative inaccessibility are ironically most in need
of protection. These wrecks are much harder to access as these are on seafloor. Ironically
however it also makes them less guarded. Both Brunei and Malaysia are party to the 1982
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and responsible to protect these sites in
the Bay of Brunei where both countries each have border claims. Yet both countries ratified
the Convention in 1996.53
Unfortunately the UNESCO 2001 Convention specific on the Protection of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage was not ratified by Brunei or Malaysia.54 This Convention would have
provided an international layer of protection to the underwater cultural heritage that these
wrecks form for the area. Recent examples of wrecks being destroyed in the region continue to cause concern and indicate a great need for protection of the wrecks. This problem
is increasingly urgent as the wrecks all over the area are increasingly under pressure. The
wrecks are clearly already in worse condition now through natural decay since they were
first discovered and described by divers in the 1980s. It is clear that the increased accessibility of the sea because of the greater number of divers now caused increased looting. The
Bruneian diving clubs however take great care to educate their members on the importance
of these wrecks and very clearly promote responsible diving. There is however no control
over who actually visits these wrecks and looting does take place to an extent.
The far biggest threat however is the commercial salvaging and activities of illegal scrap
metal scavengers. This is going on in the region. In fact in 2016 British Wrecks and an
American wreck were looted illegally in the Java Sea.55 In 2017 in Sabah in a terrible case,
three Japanese World War II wrecks including their human remains were destroyed for
their scrap metal value.56 Hopefully the Bruneian government together with the international
community will take measures and continue to assure the safety of these sites as their value
to Bruneian and world heritage cannot be replaced once lost.
5. Conclusion
The location of the Muara coast and the Bay of Brunei is historically very significant to
Bruneian World War II heritage. It is clear from the historical research in this paper that
this heritage of the Muara coast as embodied by the three sites: the Muara Beach and the
Australia-Brunei Memorial, the American Wreck and the Imabari Maru/Australian Wreck
each in its own right represents rich cultural war heritage uniquely situated in this area. Although each of those sites already stand out individually as sites of heritage and memory
of World War II in Brunei, together they represent a unique heritage for visitors and future
generations from Brunei and the whole world with Brunei acting as custodian of these sites.
53 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, United Nations, Available at: http://www.un.org/depts/los/reference_files/status2018.pdf
54 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage, United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization,
Paris, November 2, 2001, Available at: http://www.unesco.org/eri/la/convention.asp?KO=13520&language=E&order=alpha
55 O. Holmes and L. Harding, “British second world war shipwrecks in Java Sea destroyed by illegal scavenging”, The Guardian, November
16 2016, Available at: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/nov/16/british-second-world-war-ships-illegal-scavenging-java-sea
56 O. Holmes, “Images reveal three more Japanese WWII shipwrecks torn apart for scrap”, The Guardian, 9 February 2017, Available at:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/feb/09/images-reveal-three-more-japanese-wwii-shipwrecks-torn-apart-for-scrap
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Bruneians as well as international visitors will come to these sites in the future to learn about
the history of World War II in Brunei as the history of Brunei war heritage is intertwined with
the history of other nations during this conflict.
Should these sites be lost because of neglect or even destroyed then this would be a terrible
and irreplaceable loss for the world but also for Brunei both for the Brunei society today
as well as for future generations. As the body of research on these sites grows, the sites
have the potential to educate an increasing number of people visit on the history of Brunei
in World War II. As such the whole area of Muara Coast forms an area that should be
protected for its value to Bruneian World War II heritage. The diversity of the remembrance
sites there appeal to a very varied local and international audience and it is imperative that
these continue to be preserved, protected and developed further as educational sources of
Bruneian World War II heritage.
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Франк Донт

Значај историјских локација на Муара обали за
брунејско наслеђе из Другог светског рата:
Спомен-обележје на обали Муара, америчка олупина
брода и аустралијска олупина брода
Апстракт
Подручје Муаре је током Другог светског рата доживело интензивне борбе. Ово
је област одакле су јапанске трупе оствариле приступ Бандар Сери Бегавану, а
такође и подручје где су Аустралијанци са обале изборили свој пут ка ослобађању
Брунеја. Као такво, плажа Муара представља место где се данас одржава годишња
комеморативна церемонија на Брунејима и где се налази ратно спомен-обележје
подигнуто на самој плажи. Море уз обалу Муаре садржи и друге важне локације које
сведоче о Другом светском рату на Брунејима. Две ронилачке олупине које се често
посећују потичу из Другог светског рата и њима могу приступити и обични рониоци.
Ове олупине називају се „аустралијска олупина“ и „америчка олупина“. Обе имају
занимљиву и посебну историју која се специфично односи на Други светски рат на
том подручју. Рад разматра како све ове локације сада служе као подсетници на
брунејско наслеђе из Другог светског рата и чине подручје обале Муаре важним
за ово наслеђе. У раду се аргументује да је очување олупина и спомен-обележја на
плажи Муара императив, и то као места брунејског памћења и наслеђа из Другог
светског рата, али и због потенцијала који поседују за посетиоце са Брунеја и из
иностранства.
Кључне речи: Други светски рат, јапанска окупација Брунеја, спомен-обележја,
бродске олупине
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Abstract
In this paper it is discussed whether the Internet finance has decreased the profitability of
commercial banks in China and how it has been decreased. Using the data of 200 commercial banks in China, during the period from 2011 to 2016, we figure out that Internet
finance measured by P2P lending and the third-party payment has a negative impact
regarding profitability of these banks. Additionally, as can be observed, the third-party payment has had a more significant negative impact on banks than P2P lending. A
mechanism of the influence that Internet finance has on banks is offered in our results.
Further, based on the robustness test, it’s indicated that city and rural commercial banks
and non-listed banks are more easily affected by the Internet finance.
Keywords: Internet finance, P2P lending, the third-party payment, commercial banks

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the finance innovations have experienced a big evolution through Internet.
Internet finance is classified into e-commerce, e-payment, e-money market, online loan
services and digital currencies by Lin et al.1 The Internet finance represented by P2P lending and the third-party payment in China has experienced an impressive development.
Their trading volumes from 2012 to 2016 are displayed below. As can be observed,
at the beginning, the volumes grow slowly, and then experience a rapid increase after
2014.
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Figure 1. The trading volume of third-party payment and P2P

P2P lending originates from the USA in 2005 and prospers in China. The platform of P2P
lending has reached to over three thousand, peaking in 2015. For new things, development always means problems, such as absorbing deposits illegally and the rapid growth
of breaking down. In 2015, the regulations are put forward immediately. The third-party
payment is also included into banking payment and settlement system in November, 2017.
Whether the Internet finance will go still with the stricter regulation remains to be seen.
As far as banks are concerned, there are also some evidences that indicate that growth
rates of banks’ deposits and loans are declining during this period. Banks have played an
essential role in not only the finance system but also in our daily life. In the past decades,
due to the underdeveloped capital market, methods of investing and financing of common
people depended mostly on investment opportunities provided by banks, mostly made of
deposits and banking credit. The booming development of Internet finance has brought a
vital change into economy.
On the one hand, the third-party payment has absorbed some money which otherwise
would have flowed into banks as deposits. On the other hand, P2P lending has also provided loans to individuals and enterprises. Their rapid growth has declared a silent war on
traditional banks and becomes a potential threat to banks’ monopoly status which may increase the competition within banking industry and contribute to their vital change. Whether
the development of Internet finance will result in banks’ failure or an essential revolution
in banking industry still remains unknown. What is positive is that it has been the Internet
finance that has widened the investing and financing channels.
However, as the revolution between the conventional finance and modern finance in China, up till now, the researches on the impact that Internet finance has on banks are rare
because of its novelty, most of whose discussion are mainly limited at the mechanism analysis with a lack of practical evidences. In China, the discussions are scarce because of the
development and prosperity of its two new forms. This paper is aimed to use empirical
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methods to figure out whether and how the Internet finance has impacts on the profitability
of banks to provide statistical evidences and suggestions for banks on how to perform when
facing the severe competition of Internet finance. Our study has contributed to the existing
literature in several ways. Using the 200 banking data from Orbis Bank Focsu and Internet
financing data from website, firstly, it is figured out that Internet finance measured by P2P
lending and the third-party payment does consistently have a negative impact on the profitability of commercial banks. Further, it can be observed that, up till now, the third-party
payment has a more severe impact on banks than P2P lending. As for the mechanism, taking the ratio of interest income in loans and interest expense in deposits, the growth rate of
loans and deposits as our proxy variables to do mechanism analysis, it can be found that
P2P lending has a negative effect on the ratio of interest income in loans and the growth
rate of loans while the third-party payment has a negative impact on the growth rate of
deposits and positive impact on the ratio of interest expenses in deposits. More specifically,
it’s indicated that Internet finance has little to do with other banks except for city and rural
commercial banks. The results as well as provide some evidences that listed banks perform
better than non-listed banks when facing the competition from Internet finance.
The reminder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides a brief summary on the
related literature about the profitability of banks and Internet finance. Section 3 outlines
the basic model and variables. The data collected procedures are presented in section 4.
Section 5 sets out the empirical results and some discussions. Section 6 concludes the results
of the overall study.
2. Literature Review
According to the existing literature, here are different kinds of factors that have an impact
on the profitability of a bank.
Some researchers have argued about the effects of ownership. La Porta et al. point out that
government-owned banks have poorer performance, especially in developing countries.2
But it seems that the profitability of government-owned banks in China related to their monopoly power on both the product to get high revenues as well as the labor market resulting
in low labor costs3, furthermore, point out that CEO’s political experiences has a positive
effect on banks’ ROA which is explained as political rent seeking. However, privatization
has an integrated impact, whose conclusions vary with different samples. Haber based on
the data of Mexico, figures out that privatization performed not well until the flowing-in
of foreign investigations.4 Beck et al. hold that privatization has positive effects on banks’
performance in Nigerian.5
2 La Porta, R., Lopez de Silanes, F., and Shleifer, A., “Government ownership of banks”, The Journal of Finance, 57(1), 2002, pp. 265301.
3 Hung, C. H. D., Jiang, Y., Liu, F. H., Tu, H., and Wang, S., “Bank political connections and performance in China”, Journal of Financial
Stability, 32, 2017, pp. 57-69.
4 Haber, S., “Mexico’s experiments with bank privatization and liberalization, 1991–2003”, Journal of Banking & Finance, 29(8), 2005,
pp. 2325-2353.
5 Beck, T., Cull, R., and Jerome, A., “Bank privatization and performance: Empirical evidence from Nigeria”, Journal Banking & Finance,
(29)8, 2005, pp. 2355-2379.
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Geographical diversification6, interest rates7 and the size8 have a positive relationship with
the performance of banks. More specifically, different kinds of capital have varied effects
on the profitability and efficiency of banks. For instance, Bitar and et al. figure out that
risk-based capital ratios fail to lower bank risk.9 What’s beyond our expectations is that
the impact of reducing banking competition on profit is insignificant10. The existing empirical evidences in the relationship between the ratio of total equity to total assets and bank
performance are mixed.11 On the one hand, a bank with high capital ratio can seize the
opportunity more effectively and handle with the unexpected loses more flexibly.12 On the
other hand, Berger and Patti have proved the agency costs hypothesis to be true, which is
to say that a low equity to asset ratio have a positive relationship with firm value in banking
industry.13 Moreover, it’s found by Tran and et al. that banks who create more liquidity have
lower profitability.14
In terms of banks, there are also lots of ways for Internet to function. De Yang and et al.
point out that Internet adoption can increase noninterest income but the profits are offset
by the larger amounts of noninterest expense which results in no significant differences in
Internet-adopting and non-Internet-adoption banks in terms of ROE.15 At the same year,
Hernando and Nieto make quantitative analysis of 72 Spanish commercial banks from
1994-2002 and conclude that the impact of transactional web adoption especially on
costs reducing would ultimately play an instrumental role in the ROE and ROA of banks.16 In
terms of profitability, Robert et al. (2006) who observe 424 community banks participating
in the first wave of US banks to adopt transactional banking websites in the late-1990s
illustrate that the increasing revenues from deposit dramatically improves the profitability
of community banks because of the adoption of Internet. Regarding to banking products,
based on a “Social Diagnosis” research project in Warsaw, Szopiński, uses the linear regression analysis and draws out that mortgages and credit cards have the biggest influence
on the use of online banking.17 When it comes to the impact that e-finance has on commer6 Cai, W., Xu, F., and Zeng, C. (2016). Geographical diversification and bank performance: Evidence from China. Economics Letters, 147,
96-98.
7 Claessens, S., Coleman, N., and Donnelly, M., “Low-For-Long Interest Rates and Banks’ Interest Margins and Profitability: Cross-Country
Evidence”, Journal of Financial Intermediation, 2017.
8 Chaudron, R. F., “Bank’s interest rate risk and profitability in a prolonged environment of low interest rates”, Journal of Banking & Finance,
2018.
9 Bitar M., Pukthuanthong, K., and Walker T., “The effect of capital ratios on the risk, efficiency and profitability of banks: Evidence from
OECD countries”, Journal of International Financial Markets, Institutions and Money, 2017.
10 Hsieh, M. F., and Lee, C. C., “The puzzle between banking competition and profitability can be solved: international evidence from
bank-level data”, Journal of Financial Services Research, 38(2-3), 2010, pp. 135-157.
11 Mamatzakis, E. and Bermpei, T., “What is the effect of unconventional monetary policy on bank performance?”, Journal of International
Money and Finance, 67, 2016, pp. 239-263.
12 Athanasoglou, P. P., Brissimis, S. N., and Delis, M. D., “Bank-specific, industry-specific and macroeconomic determinants of bank profitability”, Journal of international financial Markets, Institutions and Money, 18(2), 2008, pp. 121-136. .
13 Berger, A. N., and Di Patti, E. B. “Capital structure and firm performance: A new approach to testing agency theory and an application
to the banking industry”, Journal of Banking & Finance, 30(4), 2006, pp. 1065-1102.
14 Tran, V. T., Lin, C. T., and Nguyen, H., “Liquidity creation, regulatory capital, and bank profitability”, International Review of Financial
Analysis, 48, 2016, pp. 98-109.
15 De Young, R., Lang, W. W., and Nolle, D. L., “How the Internet affects output and performance at community banks”, Journal of Banking
& Finance, 31(4), 2007, pp. 1033-1060. doi: 10.1016/j.jbankfin.2006.10.003.
16 I. Hernando and M. J. Nieto, “Is the Internet Delivery Channel Changing Banks´ performance? The Case of Spanish Banks”, Journal
of Banking & Finance, 2007, pp. 1083-1099.
17 Szopiński, T. S., “Factors affecting the adoption of online banking in Poland”, Journal of Business Research, 69(11), 2016, pp. 4763-4768.
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cial banks, Hou et al. using the data from 2003-2014 of 56 commercial banks in China
based on the dynamic panel model, demonstrate that with the development of Internet
finance, in terms of deposit growth, its positive relationship with the bank capitalization
variable has been weakened, on the contrary, its negative relationship with the bank’s risky
assets has been strengthened.1
With the rapid development of Internet technology, there has been a tendency for banks
to adopt the Internet, moreover, Claessens et al. argue that the intention of moving to e-finance providers is stronger in countries with weaker financial services.2
However, the theories about how the combination of Internet and finance will react to conventional commercial banks are rare and still need a further discussion.
3. Model and data specifications
3.1 Model specification
Based on the research of Feng et al.,3 we employ the following two-way fixed effects
model in the empirical analysis:
performancei,t =

(1)

where α is the constant term. νi is the unobserved bank-specific effect and 𝛾𝑡 represents the
time effect, while εi,t denotes the error term. α and βi are the parameters to be estimated.
3.2 Variables

In our model, performancei,t is the specific measure of banks’ performance which including
five variables: (1) return on average assets (roaa), (2) the proportion of interest income in
loans (inin), (3) the proportion of interest expense in deposits (inexp), (4) the growth rate of
loans (grla), (5) the growth rate of deposits (grde).
Following Bian and Deng, return on average assets (roaa) used to measure the performance of banks implies how efficiently the banks can earn on specific assets, which is calculated as net income divided by average total assets. Roaa is a comprehensive variable
that can reflect the profitability of a bank.4
On the one hand, we choose the growth rate of both loans and deposits (grla and grde) to
illustrate banks’ efficiency of management as proxy variables of mechanism analysis. On
1 Hou, X., Gao, Z., and Wang, Q., “Internet finance development and banking market discipline: Evidence from China”, Journal of
Financial Stability, 22, 2016, pp. 88-100.
2 Claessens, S., Glaessner, T., and Klingebiel, D., “Electronic finance: reshaping the financial landscape around the world”, Journal of
Financial Services Research, 22(1), 2002, pp. 29-61.
3 Feng, G., Gao, J., Peng, B., and Zhang, X., “A varying-coefficient panel data model with fixed effects: Theory and an application to US
commercial banks”, Journal of Econometrics, 196(1), 2017, pp. 68-82.
4 Bian, W., and Deng, C., “Ownership dispersion and bank performance: Evidence from China”, Finance Research Letters. 2017.
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the other hand, the ratio of interest expense to total customers’ deposits (inexp) and the ratio
of interest income to total loans (inin) are another way to specify the financing cost and income of a bank, which as well as would be used as proxy variables of mechanism analysis.
What the paper discussed is the impact that Internet finance has on the bank performance.
In the following discussion, we mainly talk about the two aspects of Internet finance, namely, the P2P and third-party payment. We use the natural logarithm of the trading volume of
both P2P and third-party payment (lp2p and ldsf).
A number of control variables have been adopted in the model according to the previous
theory and empirical research.
According to the results of Akhigbe and McNulty, sizes measured by the amount of assets
are the foundation for a bank to develop business.1 Therefore, we use the natural logarithm
of total assets (lta) as the proxy variable for the size of each bank. The ratio of equity to total
assets (eqst), standing for the equity structure is also taken account into our model. Based
on the previous study (Pankaj and Sakshi, 2016), the capital to assets ratio has a positive
relationship with bank profits as higher capital implies better creditworthiness and borrows
less which reduces the borrowing expenses. Moreover, we include loans to total assets ratio (lata), corresponded with the fore study.2 Regarding to the operating risks of banks, it is
estimated by the not-performing loans rate (nplr). Not performing loans ratio is negatively
related to bank performance (Pankaj and Sakshi (2016)). On the one hand, it increases
the risk of banks reducing their operating efficiency, principal and interest income. On the
other hand, riskier the credit of a bank is, less deposits the customers will put because of the
credit risk.
4. Sample and data sources
The world finance crisis took place in 2008, which significantly influenced the development
of China’s banking industry and it took time for the economy to recover. Furthermore, in
China, Internet finance prospers in 2011, so our study covered the period from 2011 to 2016.
We use the yearly financial data of 200 commercial banks covering the period from 2011
to 2016 in China to run a non-balanced panel model. Table 1 describes all the definitions
and data resources of the variables employed in the empirical results.
The data are collected from a number of sources. The data of bank derived from Orbis
Bank Focus and their annual financial reports or calculated by the author. Based on the
data available, we constructed a non-balanced panel for 200 commercial banks in China. Internet financing data such as P2P and third party payment were obtained from the
database of iResearch website.
1 A. Akhigbe and J. McNulty, “Profit efficiency sources and differences among small and large U.S. Commercial banks”, Journal of Economics and Finance, 2005.
2 García-Herrero, A., Gavilá, S., and Santabárbara, D., “What explains the low profitability of Chinese banks?”, Journal of Banking
& Finance, 33(11), 2009, pp. 2080-2092; Lin, X., and Zhang, Y., “Bank ownership reform and bank performance in China”, Journal of
Banking & Finance, 33(1), 2009, pp. 20-29.
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Table 1. Variables definition and sources
Variables
roaa
lta
eqst
lata
nplr
grla
grde
inin
inexp
lp2p
ldsf

Measure
Net income / total assets
Log(total assets)
Equity / total assets
Loans / total assets
Not performing loans ratio
The growth rate of loans
The growth rate of deposits
The interest income / loans
The interest expense / deposits
Log(the trading volume of p2p)
Log(the trading volume of third-party payment)

Data source

Orbis Bank Focsu

www.iResearch.com.cn

The descriptive statistics for all abovementioned variables are listed in table 2. The panel
data consist of 1200 observations, but the final number of observations used in regressions
is lower due to missing values and outlier eliminations. Bank-level data are sufficiently representative of the average operating level of the commercial banks in China.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of total banks
Variables
roaa

Obs
1,083

Mean
1.019

Std. Dev.
0.471

Min
-1.23

Max
2.96

lta

1098

16.667

1.603

12.057

21.968

eqst

1097

9.216

7.741

3.502

91.423

lata
nplr

1094
1027

43.094
1.302

11.118
0.840

3.575
0

77.238
9.56

grla

898

14.280

10.155

-2.018

30.843

grde
inin

900
1089

14.401
10.584

10.908
2.527

-0.643
7.418

33.709
15.613

inexp

1089

3.096

0.934

1.859

4.784

lp2p

1200

7.120

2.216

3.434

9.935

ldsf

1200

11.569

1.174

10.036

13.576

Notes: All level variables except the p2p and dsf are in one thousand dollars; and the ratio variables are
expressed as a percentage; variables grla, grde, inin and inexp have been winsorized at 1st and 99th percentile
to remove outliers of the main variables from our data set.

Total banks are classified into five categories based on their types, the description of which
is as well as reported in table 3. From the perspective of mean, it can be seen that government-owned banks have greater profitability than other banks which is consistent with
Marie et al. (2001) and significantly higher assets in size but lower growth rate of deposits.
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For rural commercial banks, what needs to pay attention to is that they are high in roaa,
lata and nplr with relatively low leverage and total assets, which means that they don’t do
well in loans management and need to improve the efficiency of making loans, though
their profitability is quite fine. As for the 13 joint-stock commercial banks, they are big in
size but high in leverage with the minimum credit risks. City commercial banks that have the
fastest growth rate in loans and deposits are competitive in the competition among banks.
Whether they will still perform better when facing the Internet finance remains to be seen.
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of banks based on types

roaa

lta

eqst

lata

nplr

grla

Variables
government-owned banks
joint-stock commercial banks
city commercial banks
rural commercial banks
foreign banks
government-owned banks
joint-stock commercial banks
city commercial banks
rural commercial banks
foreign banks
government-owned banks
joint-stock commercial banks
city commercial banks
rural commercial banks
foreign banks
government-owned banks
joint-stock commercial banks
city commercial banks
rural commercial banks
foreign banks
government-owned banks
joint-stock commercial banks
city commercial banks
rural commercial banks
foreign banks
government-owned banks
joint-stock commercial banks
city commercial banks
rural commercial banks
foreign banks
government-owned banks
joint-stock commercial banks

Obs
30
78
532
269
174
30
78
538
281
171
30
78
538
280
171
30
78
538
279
169
30
76
530
268
123
30
65
443
227
133
30
65

Mean
1.209
1.008
1.086
1.183
0.534
21.466
19.285
16.685
16.178
15.376
7.019
5.721
7.243
8.296
18.909
51.645
43.313
41.117
49.820
36.666
1.295
1.077
1.158
1.735
1.117
9.793
15.443
17.594
11.267
8.828
7.568
14.154
56

Std. Dev.
0.160
0.228
0.433
0.365
0.530
0.434
1.209
0.949
1.082
1.355
0.759
0.775
2.476
1.722
15.718
2.867
7.861
10.540
7.883
13.198
0.388
0.465
0.759
0.806
1.128
5.647
6.193
9.544
8.735
12.326
5.427
10.057

Min
0.87
0.49
-0.77
0.20
-1.23
20.411
15.597
13.360
12.976
12.057
5.564
4.092
3.502
4.311
5.931
46.233
25.975
10.757
22.882
3.575
0.85
0.14
0
0.31
0
1.540
2.894
-2.018
-2.018
-2.018
-0.643
-0.643

Max
1.48
1.66
2.84
2.26
2.96
21.968
20.591
19.534
18.565
18.058
8.208
8.064
35.756
12.849
91.423
55.776
57.402
77.238
62.634
66.934
2.39
1.99
9.56
4.84
5.97
17.893
26.281
30.843
30.843
30.843
16.962
33.709
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grde

inin

inexp

city commercial banks
rural commercial banks
foreign banks
government-owned banks
joint-stock commercial banks
city commercial banks
rural commercial banks
foreign banks
government-owned banks
joint-stock commercial banks
city commercial banks
rural commercial banks
foreign banks

443
227
135
30
78
535
278
168
30
78
533
278
170

16.888
12.359
11.314
7.949
11.042
11.449
9.635
9.656
2.379
3.856
3.252
2.761
2.934

10.808
9.362
12.760
0.560
2.473
2.515
1.691
2.762
0.533
0.767
0.936
0.736
1.005

-0.643
-0.643
-0.643
7.418
7.418
7.418
7.418
7.418
1.859
2.024
1.859
1.859
1.859

33.709
33.709
33.709
9.199
15.613
15.613
15.613
15.613
3.815
4.784
4.784
4.784
4.784

Notes: All level variables are in one thousand Dollars; and the ratio variables are expressed as a percentage; vari-

ables grla, grde, inin and inexp have been winsorized at 1st and 99th percentile to remove outliers of the main
variables from our data set.

5. Empirical results and discussion
5.1 Empirical results of basic model
In our basic model, we investigate whether the development of P2P and the third-party
payment has effects on the profitability of banks and how it affects in China with the annual
data of 200 commercial banks during the period from 2011 to 2016. The empirical results
are listed in table 4.
The results suggest that the Internet finance measured by P2P and the third-party payment
does have a negative relationship with the profitability of banks according to specifications (1) and (2) in table 4 (significant at 1%), corresponded with the conclusions of K.
Batu Tunay et al. (2006). Moreover, as can be observed, the coefficient on the third-party
payment is -0.088, while P2P is -0.064 indicating that the third-party payment has a more
significantly negative impact on the profitability of banks than P2P.
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58

0.900
38.527

0.946
60.305

(6)

0.737
12.244

0.792
14.795

-0.154***
(-3.94)
0.052
0.451***
(0.21)
(2.92)
-0.061
-0.027
(-1.28)
(-0.70)
0.020** 0.024***
(2.52)
(3.49)
-0.093 0.030
(-1.18)
(0.39)
76
76

(-0.10)

(5)
-0.004

joint-stock commercial
banks

Notes: t statistics in parentheses * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

0.761
(27.55)

0.764
(28.13)

R-squared
F-test

nplr

lata

eqst

lta

Obs

(-0.95)

(-4.48)

(4)

-0.105***
(-3.96)
0.431
0.569***
(1.00)
(3.62)
0.044
0.047
(0.82)
(1.11)
0.013
0.010
(1.38)
(1.63)
-0.261*** -0.172***
(-3.10)
(-2.98)
30
30

(3)
-0.033

government-owned
banks

(1)
(2)
-0.064***

-0.088***
(-4.39)
0.223**
0.089
(2.00)
(1.04)
0.028** 0.022**
(2.51)
(2.07)
0.011*** 0.009***
(3.50)
(2.91)
-0.125*** -0.126***
(-4.57)
(-4.32)
1001
1001

ldsf

lp2p

total banks

0.768
24.968

0.750
19.935

-0.151***
(-4.46)
0.536*** 0.250*
(3.57)
(1.96)
0.033** 0.023
(2.30)
(1.59)
0.013*** 0.010***
(3.84)
(2.66)
-0.126*** -0.122***
(-3.61)
(-3.01)
522
522

(-5.70)

(7)
(8)
-0.121***

city commercial banks

Table 4. Empirical results of roaa

0.718
(26.27)

0.723
(39.52)

-0.132***
(-4.91)
0.485*** 0.339**
(2.66)
(2.36)
0.073*** 0.061***
(3.78)
(3.19)
0.020*** 0.016***
(3.53)
(2.79)
-0.150*** -0.159***
(-4.46)
(-4.85)
257
257

(-3.93)

(9)
(10)
-0.082***

rural commercial banks

0.604
(2.30)

(0.35)
0.076
(0.19)
0.014
(0.80)
0.001
(0.13)
-0.095
116

(0.35)

(11)
0.012

0.606
(2.49)

0.041
(0.80)
0.019
(0.05)
0.012
(0.71)
0.002
(0.21)
-0.101
(-1.47)
116

(12)

foreign banks
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We classify the total banks into five parts based on their types by introducing four dummy
variables, the empirical results of whose are listed in table 4. As can be observed, except
for foreign banks, both P2P and third-party payment have a negative impact on bank performance, no matter whether it is significant or not. Moreover, the coefficients of ldsf are
greater than lp2p, which testifies our results further.
Then we use the proxy variables of the profitability of banks to discuss how the Internet finance influences the profitability of banks. The way that P2P lending affects the banks mainly
relies on the loans. On the one hand, P2P can absorb a proportion of loans from the banks
which reduces banks’ interest income. On the other hand, under the pressure of competition,
banks have to decrease their interest rates on loans with interest income shrunk. The impact
that the third-party payment has on banks is mainly through deposits. From the perspective
of quantity, the rapid development of the third-party payment has split partial deposits from
banking system and impairs the foundation of banks to make loans. Banks have to increase
the interest rates on deposits to appeal the depositors, which contributes to the increase of their
interest expenses. At the same time, the interest expenses also have been reduced because
of the decrease of deposits. It is the game between the increasing and decreasing effect that
determine the final result. From the empirical results of table 5, as can be seen, both lp2p and
ldsf have a significant negative impact on income and inexp. The negative effect on interest
income and expenses has been clarified above which further testifies our analysis. It’s easy to
conclude from the results that, from the perspective of third-party payment, its decreasing effect on deposits is stronger than increasing effect on the interest rates and the decreasing effect
will be further verified in table 6. As listed in table 6, the estimated coefficients of lp2p and ldsf
are statistically negative in most estimation. The results suggest the presence of the decreasing
effect that P2P and third-party payment has on loans and deposits.
Regarding for the control variables that we are interested in, we can observe that in table
3, the coefficients of lta on roaa, under the most circumstance, are positive as expected,
significant at 5%. It implies that the profitability of a bank increases with the growth of its
assets, namely, scale economy and bank returns increase with its absolute size.3 As for the
eqst, it has a positive relationship with roaa which is consistent with the research of Jorge A.
Chan-Lau and et al. (2015). As is demonstrated by Allen N. Berger and Christa H.S. Bouwman (2013), capital enhances the survival ability and market shares of banks in not only
normal times but crisis. Combined with table 6, it’s easy to understand that the ratio of loans
to total assets is positively related to roaa and the growth rate of loans (significant at 1%).
What surprises us is that lata is negatively related to the share of interest incomes in loans,
significant at 1%, which means that the average interest rate in loans is declining with the
expansion of loans for banks. From one side, it indicates the decline of financing costs which
is consistent with the policy of government and the capital is soft. From another side, it also
reflects the rapid development of P2P has increased the competition of banks industry which
has demonstrated above. When it comes to not performing loans ratio, though its coefficient
on income is positive, it is insignificant. The rest of the empirical results related to lata are
corresponded with our expectations, so the discussions are omitted. The last point is that, as
we can see, the coefficient of lta in the specifications (1) and (2) of table 6 is extremely high
and significant at 1%, implying that total assets, as the foundation of banks to make loans,
have vital positive influence on the growth of banks’ loans.
3 Bertay, A. C., Demirgüç-Kunt, A., and Huizinga, H., “Do we need big banks? Evidence on performance, strategy and market discipline”,
Journal of Financial Intermediation, 22(4), 2013, pp. 532-558.
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60

(2)

(3)
-0.144

(4)

government-owned
banks
(5)
-0.223

(6)

joint-stock commercial
banks
(7)
-0.470***

(8)

city commercial banks

(14.67)

F-test

(18.07)

0.730

29.069

0.779
23.907

0.923
47.816

0.861
34.666

0.790
54.298

0.681

32.412

0.661

(1.47)

0.653

1.837*
(1.83)
0.191*
(1.97)
-0.037
(-1.28)
-0.040
(-0.27)
262

(-2.60)

(9)
-0.263***

(11)
-0.380***

foreign banks
(12)

(6.10)

0.790

(3.01)

0.853

(6.05)

0.718

(-3.27)
-0.194***
-0.260***
(-3.75)
(-2.83)
1.396***
0.922
0.631
(5.69)
(0.81)
(0.77)
0.014
0.057
-0.023
(0.47)
(0.94)
(-0.82)
0.007
-0.038
0.016
(0.83)
(-1.27)
(0.68)
0.046
1.005*** 0.282***
(0.89)
(3.60)
(3.15)
262
116
116

(10)

rural commercial banks

Notes: t statistics in parentheses * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. The dependent variable of specifications (1), (3), (5), (7), (9) and (11) is inin while the dependent variable
of specifications (2), (4), (6), (8), (10) and (12) is inexp.

0.750

(-1.04)
(-0.79)
(-3.99)
-0.220***
-0.423***
-0.161
-0.191***
(-6.49)
(-5.89)
(-1.40)
(-3.29)
2.399*** 1.343***
1.214
2.710***
3.701
1.555*** 3.104*** 1.276***
(4.19)
(9.12)
(0.69) (5.33)
(1.51)
(2.95)
(3.52)
(5.89)
0.105
0.001
0.616** 0.315***
0.211
0.272***
0.109
0.000
(1.61)
(0.10)
(2.54) (3.42)
(0.63)
(2.69)
(1.08)
(0.01)
-0.086***
0.001
-0.041 -0.036**
-0.111
-0.041* -0.094***
-0.001
(-5.71)
(0.28)
(-0.65) (-2.43)
(-1.47)
(-1.72)
(-4.28)
(-0.16)
0.056
0.093*** -1.318*** -0.062
-1.673*** -0.661**
-0.161
0.072*
(0.54)
(3.11)
(-2.96) (-0.48)
(-3.25)
(-2.57)
(-1.19)
(1.78)
1009
1007
30
30
76
76
525
523

(-5.80)

(1)
-0.378***

R-squared

Obs

nplr

lata

eqst

lta

ldsf

lp2p

total banks

Table 5. Empirical results of inin and inexp
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17.312***
(7.58)
1.017**
(2.49)
0.495***
(6.43)
-3.576***
(-5.42)
850

(-11.61)

(1)
-4.242***

0.617
(63.26)

0.878
32.791

0.707
9.598

(0.67)
-7.286
(-0.67)
-5.074*
(-2.00)
0.587
(1.44)
-6.190*
(-2.05)
30

24.308
(1.50)
-1.350
(-0.63)
0.450*
(1.88)
-10.805***
(-5.11)
30

(-7.22)
-2.316
(-0.92)
-0.199
(-0.67)
-0.401***
(-4.71)
-3.152***
(-4.48)
851

(4)

1.058

(-1.56)

(3)
-2.107

-4.102***

(2)

government-owned
banks

0.782
13.432

36.559***
(5.53)
-2.626*
(-1.82)
1.227***
(4.37)
-5.295**
(-2.48)
64

(-4.84)

(5)
-4.223***

0.753
12.637

(-1.92)
23.092**
(2.56)
-5.578**
(-2.22)
0.308
(0.91)
-11.274**
(-2.15)
64

-4.323*

(6)

joint-stock commercial
banks

0.757
(72.36)

24.685***
(7.91)
0.888***
(2.69)
0.552***
(6.98)
-3.327***
(-4.19)
435

(-10.75)

0.638
(66.21)

(-5.76)
1.676
(0.49)
-0.544
(-1.21)
-0.391***
(-4.02)
-4.350***
(-4.99)
435

-4.865***

(7)
(8)
-5.900***

city commercial banks

0.732
(54.54)

20.480***
(3.83)
-0.281
(-0.47)
0.733***
(4.22)
-1.832**
(-2.04)
221

(-7.76)

(9)
-4.567***

0.634
(40.16)

(-6.48)
0.162
(0.04)
-1.328**
(-2.19)
-0.246
(-1.47)
-1.119
(-0.90)
221

-5.617***

(10)

rural commercial banks

0.576
(5.91)

17.975
(1.29)
1.431*
(1.76)
0.585*
(1.71)
-5.958**
(-2.63)
100

(-2.40)

0.460
(0.74)

(-0.34)
-13.000
(-1.03)
-0.280
(-0.49)
-0.060
(-0.14)
-2.820
(-1.27)
101

-0.605

(11)
(12)
-2.737**

foreign banks

Notes: t statistics in parentheses * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. The dependent variable of specifications (1), (3), (5), (7), (9) and (11) is grla while the dependent
variable of specifications (2), (4), (6), (8), (10) and (12) is grde.

R-squared 0.731
F-test
(102.48)

Obs

nplr

lata

eqst

lta

ldsf

lp2p

total banks

Table 6. Empirical results of grla and grde
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5.2 Robust test of different types of banks
We conduct a robustness test, based on the different types of banks. Total banks are divided into five categories, government-owned banks, joint-stock commercial banks, city commercial banks, rural commercial banks and foreign banks. The empirical results are listed in
table 4-6, which are still roughly consistent with results of the basic model.
As can be observed from roaa, the coefficients on ldsf is more significant and larger than
lp2p, which demonstrate that commercial banks, in China, are more negatively influenced
by the third-party payment rather than P2P. P2P is the petty loans, the applicants of which
are small businessmen. Banks usually won’t lend loans to them because of their low credit.
So these lenders who have been appealed to P2P mostly aren’t customers of banks at the
beginning. What P2P has done is to increase increments of credit market of banks rather impair the existing market. For government-owned banks and joint-stock commercial banks,
whose coefficients of lp2p on roaa are not significant at all, it can be fully explained by the
analysis above. For these eighteen big banks, under the pressure of regulation, it is more
urgent for them to make good loans with lower risks so they won’t be affected by P2P as
severe as other small banks. As for the foreign banks, their main businesses in China mostly
rely on foreign exchanges and international trades, so it’s normal that Internet finance has
little effect on them. Relying on the specifications of (7) to (10) of table 4, we can find that
both city and rural commercial banks are significantly negatively influenced by Internet
finance, significant at 1%, furthermore, the negative impact is stronger on city commercial
banks than rural commercial banks. In China, it’s traditional that the services city and rural commercial banks provide are regional. They have the advantages in location, having
better credit to locally provide loans and absorb deposits easily. P2P are derived from city
at the very beginning because of the Internet technology and the culture that urban residents are more open-minded and easy to accept new thing, furthermore, they have more
demands for loans because of the high life costs. For rural commercial banks, the majority
of which are derived from rural credit cooperatives, its main business is to provide loans to
farmers and support the development of agriculture. So it’s reasonable that city and rural
commercial banks are more greatly affected by the Internet finance than other types of
banks, among which city commercial banks are influenced the most seriously.
We also figure out that the coefficients of lp2p on grla and ldsf on grde are significant negative (significant at least at 10%), which as well as support the mechanism analysis.
5.3 Robust test of listed and non-listed banks
From another perspective, based on whether the banks are listed or not, we can observe
two groups of banks, listed and non-listed banks. In China, there are only sixteen banks
that have listed except for those who are listed nearly in the end of 2016 which have been
regarded as non-listed banks in our discussion.
From table 7, it’s evident that, for listed and non-listed banks, the negative impact that the
third-party payment has on the profitability of banks is stronger than P2P has on the prof62
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itability of banks, no matter whether the coefficient is significant or not. This result is in accordance with the result of our basic model that the profitability of banks is more affected
by the third-party payment instead of P2P. The development of P2P hasn’t formed a big
threat to banks because the customers of the two parts are almost different. Furthermore,
the results indicate that listed banks perform better than non-listed banks, facing severe
competition of P2P and the third-party payment at the same time. The listed banks, under
the common circumstance, often perform better than non-listed banks.
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64

(2)

inexp
(4)

0.876
39.210

0.864
79.594

-0.470***
(-4.39)
0.091
1.578***
(0.06)
(3.50)
0.269
0.376***
(0.76)
(2.75)
-0.124*
-0.028
(-1.95)
(-0.86)
-1.625*** 0.166
(-3.62)
(0.62)
96
96

(0.64)

inin
(3)
0.109

0.797
18.724

0.793
17.810

2.133
(1.26)
16.982*** -9.405
(2.95)
(-1.34)
-0.292
-2.357
(-0.19)
(-1.40)
0.653**
-0.144
(2.42)
(-0.40)
-8.165*** -16.336***
(-3.62)
(-4.65)
85
85

(-3.44)

grla
grde
(5)
(6)
-2.243***

Notes: t statistics in parentheses * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

0.823
33.671

-0.114***
(-5.26)
-0.178
0.388***
(-0.96)
(3.56)
0.019
0.066***
(0.61)
(2.69)
0.004
0.013**
(0.60)
(2.24)
-0.233*** -0.093**
(-6.17)
(-2.14)
96
96

(1.30)

R-squared 0.780
F-test
16.687

Obs

nplr

lata

eqst

lta

ldsf

lp2p

roaa
(1)
0.027

listed banks

0.754
.(37.52)

0.744
(40.84)

-0.145***
(-6.68)
0.479*** 0.269***
(4.24)
(2.97)
0.035** 0.027**
(2.57)
(1.99)
0.014*** 0.011***
(4.98)
(3.84)
-0.135*** -0.133***
(-4.60)
(-4.12)
789
789

(-6.77)

roaa
(7)
(8)
-0.104***

non-listed banks

0.719
(13.43)

0.723
(16.85)

-0.187***
(-4.76)
2.810*** 1.308***
(4.34)
(7.90)
0.112
0.002
(1.21)
(0.12)
-0.085*** 0.000
(-4.60)
(0.02)
-0.140
0.044
(-1.38)
(1.26)
797
795

(-5.34)

inin
inexp
(9)
(10)
-0.418***

Table 7. Empirical results of listed and non-listed banks

grde
(12)

0.764
(112.26)

0.647
(92.1)

-5.599***
(-9.20)
20.983*** 1.999
(9.03)
(0.72)
0.591**
-0.643*
(2.15)
(-1.69)
0.521***
-0.398***
(7.88)
(-4.89)
-2.889*** -2.729***
(-4.82)
(-3.63)
665
665

(-13.68)

grla
(11)
-5.187***
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5.4 Robust test of different located banks
The last robust test we do is based on where the bank’s headquarters locate. We classify
the banks into four types. Eastern banks, middle banks and western banks are classified
based on the territory of China, while the overseas banks are banks whose headquarters
are overseas.
The empirical results are listed in table 8 and table 9 (from specifications (1) and (2) of each
table), it can be found that the coefficients on ldsf are larger and more significant than the
coefficients on lp2p in terms of roaa. It proves again that the third-party payment has more
important effect on banks’ profitability at present.
As far as banks are concerned, the results indicate that eastern banks and western banks
are more heavily affected by the P2P and the third-party payment.
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0.756
(26.96).

0.707
(8.36)

0.745
(11.79)

-0.207***
(-4.49)
2.654*** 1.395***
(3.11)
(6.48)
0.058
0.006
(0.62)
(0.27)
-0.065*** -0.004
(-2.70)
(-0.56)
-0.196
0.050
(-1.58)
(1.25)
632
631

(-3.81)

0.750
(94)

0.659
(103.39)

-5.306***
(-7.76)
19.524*** 0.927
(7.89)
(0.29)
0.841*** -0.363
(2.63)
(-0.82)
0.470*** -0.449***
(6.12)
(-4.88)
-2.625*** -3.774***
(-3.83)
(-4.03)
531
531

(-11.58)

-0.136***
(-5.66)
0.516*** 0.326***
(3.81)
(2.96)
0.031**
0.023*
(2.34)
(1.79)
0.019*** 0.016***
(5.47)
(4.37)
-0.110*** -0.110***
(-3.75)
(-3.34)
628
628

(-5.52)

R-squared 0.764
F-test
(25.63)

Obs

nplr

lata

eqst

lta

ldsf

lp2p

grla
grde
(5)
(6)
-4.480***

eastern banks
roaa
inin
Inexp
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
-0.095***
-0.359***
(8)

0.779
50.360

0.678
13.184

-0.177*
(-1.81)
1.738*
0.930***
(1.67)
(2.68)
0.463*** 0.114**
(3.84)
(2.54)
-0.163*** -0.020
(-5.02)
(-1.56)
0.281
0.101
(1.10)
(1.24)
153
152

(-2.71)

middle banks
inin
inexp
(9)
(10)
-0.383***

0.780 0.798
63.206 34.405

-0.055
(-1.50)
-0.080
-0.087
(-0.32)
(-0.50)
0.076*** 0.072***
(2.92)
(2.96)
0.004
0.003
(0.52)
(0.55)
-0.223*** -0.216***
(-8.12)
(-7.14)
147
147

(-0.95)

roaa
(7)
-0.028

Table 8. Empirical results of eastern and middle banks

0.802
25.201

0.656
24.892

-4.100***
(-2.72)
30.183*** 2.571
(4.80)
(0.40)
0.027
-1.777*
(0.05)
(-1.97)
1.094*** -0.059
(6.98)
(-0.26)
-4.093*** -3.628*
(-3.30)
(-1.91)
126
126

(-7.13)

grla
grde
(11)
(12)
-6.390***
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14.737

F-test

(5.06)

1.573***

(-3.87)

(-0.87)

77.703

0.750

115

(-1.42)

-0.515

(-4.06)

74.359

0.760

115

(1.54)

0.150

(3.02)

-0.118*** 0.028***

(2.82)

0.394*** -0.041

(1.85)

2.812*

-0.340***

(4)

inexp

(-2.61)

-5.323**

(6)

grde

17.760

0.787

99

(-3.36)

(0.78)

0.014

(0.10)

0.043

(0.26)

0.010

(7)

roaa

(-2.31)

8.085

0.630

99

(-0.46)

0.605
(2.75).

(2.52)

109

(-1.47)

-0.103

(0.18)

0.002

(0.66)

0.011

(-0.04)

-0.015

(0.71)

0.038

(8)

0.603

109

(-1.33)

-0.097

(0.10)

-0.462** 0.001

(-1.58)

-1.729

(0.18)

-5.227*** -0.800

(2.86)

0.491***

(0.86)

0.639

(3.67)

21.481*** 1.431

(-5.00)

-5.581***

(5)

grla

Notes: t statistics in parentheses * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

20.553

0.753

117

(-3.83)

117

-0.191***

(-4.42)

(0.34)

(1.31)

-0.200***

0.001

(3.96)

0.005

(4.24)

R-squared 0.761

Obs

nplr

lata

0.074***

0.083***

(2.40)

(3.09)

eqst

0.324**

(-3.70)

0.504***

lta

(-1.43)

(-4.04)

-0.158***

-0.339

-0.109***

ldsf

lp2p

(3)

(1)

(2)

inin

roaa

western banks

(2.81)

0.854

109

(3.42)

0.988***

(-1.41)

-0.042

(0.75)

0.046

(0.48)

0.544

(-3.13)

-0.388***

(9)

Inin

(1.67)

0.582*

(1.74)

1.415*

(1.18)

16.700

(-2.26)

-2.799**

(11)

grla

(6.32)

0.719

109

(2.92)

(5.45)

0.562

94

(-2.44)

0.261*** -5.789**

(0.62)

0.015

(-0.96)

-0.028

(0.64)

0.564

(-2.58)

-0.233**

(10)

inexp

overseas banks

Table 9. Empirical Results of Western and Overseas Banks

(0.61)

0.444

95

(-1.02)

-2.312

(-0.12)

-0.052

(-0.53)

-0.304

(-1.01)

-13.277

(-0.37)

-0.683

(12)

grde
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6. Conclusion and policy implications
6.1 Conclusion
With the rapid development of Internet finance, such as P2P lending and the third-party payment, there are many discussions and conflicts about the effects that the Internet
finance has on banks which stand for the conventional finance institutions.
In our study, as can be concluded, the Internet finance measured by P2P lending and
third-party payment does have a negative impact on the profitability of banks; furthermore,
the negative effect of third-party payment is greater than P2P at present. We explore the
channel behind the relation and find that the P2P has a negative impact on the growth of
loans and positive effect on the interest income, the third-party payment has a negative
impact on the growth of deposits and positive effect on the interest expense.
Furthermore, through the robust test, a conclusion can be drawn that it’s city and rural commercial banks that are greatly influenced by the Internet finance instead of the big government-owned and joint-stock banks in China. Besides, the results indicate that listed banks
perform better when facing the competition from the Internet finance than non-listed banks.
6.2. Policy implications
There was a long time that banks had monopolized the financing market. However, with
the rapid development of P2P and the third-party payment, there is obvious that the Internet
finance, at the beginning, does have a negative impact on the profitability and operating
efficiency of banks through deposits, loans and interests. It alarms the banks that it is time to
make some change to their behaviours to sustain their status. Banks can put out some new
products, improve their services to strength the ability of competition. For instance, banks,
whose disadvantages rely on the interest, can turn to absorb more target deposits through
providing some convenience on lending facility which can not only increase the deposits
but also decrease the financing costs than higher the deposit interest directly.
However, the relationship between banks and Internet finance is not only competitive but
also cooperative. Benefiting from its prosperous development, the Internet finance has accumulated big data about the credits of individuals and small and medium enterprises. If
banks can make cooperation with Internet finance to share these data, it will be a significant evolution for banks in credit management which is helpful to lower the ratio of non-performing loans and operating risks.
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Џунфеи Чен
К’син Ли

Да ли је Интернет финансирање смањило
профитабилност пословних банака?
Кинеско искуство
Апстракт
У овом раду се говори о томе да ли је Интернет финансирање смањило профитабилност пословних банака у Кини и на који начин. Користећи податке о 200 комерцијалних банака из Кине у периоду од 2011. до 2016. године, налазимо да Интернет
финансирање мерено P2P позајмљивањем и плаћањем од трећих лица има негативну везу са профитабилношћу банака. Механизам утицаја који Интернет финансирање има на банке очит је у нашим резултатима. Поред тога, као што се може
приметити, плаћање трећих лица има значајнији негативни утицај на банке од P2P
кредитирања. Даље, на основу теста робусности, указујемо на то да су градске и
руралне пословне банке, као и оне које нису листиране на берзи подложније утицају
Интернет финансирања.
Кључне речи: Интернет финансирање, P2P кредитирање, плаћање од трећих
лица, пословне банке
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Abstract
This paper will analyze the geopolitical position of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) within the controversial, pretentious, and grandiose Chinese Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI). The paper shall be made of three parts. The first part will tackle geopolitical
schools that exist amongst Chinese academia and policymakers. Our attention will be focused on the debate on the geopolitical thoughts which occurred after publishing China`s
first military strategy in 2015. The second part of the paper will tackle the institutional development of the SCO. This Organization stems from the Shanghai Five mechanism which
China initiated in 1996 and which was supported by Russia, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan,
by Uzbekistan in 2001 and by India and Pakistan in 2017, respectively. By analyzing the
institutional development of the SCO, readers will be able to understand how the SCO
fits or, even, reinforce Chinese geopolitical ambitions. The third part of the paper will explain the role of the SCO in the Silk Road Economic Belt, that is, in the part of space that
Mackinder defined as Heartland. At the same time, we cannot ignore the upcoming role
of the SCO in Chinese maritime geopolitical ambitions, that is, in the space of Asia-Pacific
and Indo-Pacific. Still, different historical backgrounds, individual interpretation of security
interests, asymmetric levels of development amongst member states of the SCO are factors
that produce political and economic mistrust within the SCO. Additionally, economic and
trade globalization enhances two parallel trends. On one side, it enhances the flow of
goods, people, services, and capital, and on the other side, it reinforces the vulnerability
of borders and the flow of terrorists. Those challenges require pragmatic, flexible, and bold
approaches which should be based on respecting the interests of the SCO member states
and the guiding principles of the SCO.
Keywords: Belt and Road Initiative, New Security Concept, Shanghai Cooperation Organization, Geopolitics, Asia-Pacific, Indo-Pacific
1. Introduction
Analyzing contemporary balance of power and geopolitical order, we are witnessing that
China is becoming one of the most (pro)active, and, at the same time, one of the most vul*
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nerable actors in the global landscape. This new role and position of China occurred as the
consequence of the Reforms and Opening-up Policy, Going Global Strategy, and Great
Power Diplomacy which could be understood as tools of the Chinese deep and sophisticated integration with the international community. Hence, the sustainability of the Chinese
development and legitimacy of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) are affected by moves
triggered by other influential members of Global Governance. This two-way process was,
also, recognized by China`s official documents, particularly, in the White Papers on the
National Defense. The continuity of Chinese vision on the arrangement and shape of the
international order represents Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), offered by Xi Jinping in 2013.
It consists of the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road. From a
geographical point of view, BRI covers both the space of Eurasian landmass and the space
of Asia-Pacific and Indo-Pacific. From the Chinese side, BRI offers new, i.e. Chinese perspectives and methods in realizing the 17 UN Sustainable Goals, compared to the Western
hegemonism, power politics, and Cold War mentality. According to Professor Dragana
Mitrovic BRI represents “China`s courageous and powerful move towards having a bigger
say in global economic and political affairs and showing how she would like to add her
impact on shaping the world`s and China`s future.”1 As noted by Peter Bacharch and
Morton Baratz, official Beijing demonstrates its capacity of: “non-decisions.” They argued
that an important source of power in deciding which issues should be addressed and which
should be ignored. Who can shape the agenda for decision making owns a relevant and
very specific power. This approach also involves the structure of institutions - both at the
domestic and international levels. Institutions, setting the rules of the game, tend to define
what kind of issues should be addressed or ignored and contribute to setting the agenda.”2
On the other side, some analyses perceive Chinese proactivity as Chinese new assertiveness.3 The set of those ideas are gathered in the so-called China Threat Theory. Having this
in mind, we can presuppose that BRI as an intercontinental initiative brought two changes
regarding Chinese status, position, and role in Global Governance. The first change can
be understood that achieving “these national objectives have also locked China into a development path from which there is no turning back. China must continue to move forward,
for if it does not, the economy’s productive force could turn into a destructive one that leads
to chaos and even violent civil unrest.”4 Second, it could be analyzed from the international
political economy point of view, that is, through the prism of the structural and relational
power.5
Having in mind that BRI includes the region of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization
(SCO), the specific aim of this paper is to analyze the geopolitical nexus between the SCO
1 D. Mitrovic, From Socialist Modernization to Chinese Dream, Institute for Asian Studies, Belgrade, 2019, p. 171. Also more detailed on the
BRI as a China`s signal to Global Governance Club see in, D. Mitrovic, “China`s Belt and Road Initiative: Connecting and Transforming Initiative”, in, Yu Cheng et al. (eds.), The Belt and Road Initiative in the Global Arena: Chinese and European Perspectives, Palgrave MacMillan,
Singapore, 2018; D. Mitrovic, “The “Belt and Road”: China`s Ambitious Initiative”, China International Studies, , Beijing, July/August 2016,
pp. 76-95.
2 P. Bachrach and M. S. Baratz, “Decisions and Non Decisions: An Analytical Framework,” The American Political Science Review 57, no. 3
(1966): 632-42, referred according to M. Dian, “Does China Have Structural Power? Rethinking Chinese Power and its Consequences for the
International Order”, The Journal of Northeast Asian History, Vol. 13, No.2, Winter, 2016, p. 133.
3 D. Mitrovic, “The “Belt and Road”: China`s Ambitious Initiative”, China International Studies, July/August 2016, Beijing, pp. 76-95.
4 Z. Wenmu, “Sea Power and China`s Strategic Choices”, China Security, World Security Institute, Summer, 2006, p. 18.
5 More detailed on these types of power see in: D. Mitrovic, Međunarodna politička ekonomija, Čigoja štampa, Beograd, 2012; S. Strange,
States and Markets, Continuum, London, 1994.
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and BRI. Through this paper, we will try to answer the following question: how does the
SCO geopolitically contribute to achieving the BRI? The germ of the SCO represents the
Shanghai Five mechanism. Namely, after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, China faced
unfamiliar security dynamism in its neighborhood. Simultaneously, this was an opportunity
and a challenge for China. Although the USSR did not represent the military threat regarding, China faced a new type of challenge which could jeopardize its territorial sovereignty. Namely, instead of one neighbor Soviet Union, China faced Kazakhstan, Tajikistan,
Kyrgyzstan, and Russia which directly multiplied the number of issues of territorial delineation. From the reason that China borders newly formed Central Asian states by Xinjiang
Uygur Autonomous Region (Xinjiang), official Beijing feared that separatist and terroristic
organizations from Xinjiang could transform their ideas into concrete actions in creating the
so-called “East Turkestan”. In terms of religion, language, and culture Central Asian states
could be supporting factors in those Uygur`s separatist “making state” ambitions.6
To overcome the abovementioned challenges, China created “two regular committees - for
confidence-building and joint boundary demarcation and arms reduction.”7 The process of
negotiation was implemented through the “Four plus One” or “two sides, but five countries”
formula.8 The members of these committees were China, Russia, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, and
Kyrgyzstan. Russia was included at the request of the Central Asian states, which China accepted as a powerful stakeholder in this process. At the same time, this can be interpreted
as official Beijing`s approach in creating a win-win situation and respecting the economic and political position of its neighbors. Involved stakeholders in the city of Shanghai in
1996 signed the Agreement on Confidence Building in the Military Sphere in the Border
Areas. The signing of the agreement was perceived as the initiation of the Shanghai Five
Mechanism. For the very first time, China was the initiator of the process that will reshape or
even create new security architecture in the space which was in power vacuum since 1991.
During the next summit which was held in 1997, the five-member states signed the Treaty on
Reduction of Military Forces in Border Regions. Every subsequent summit was the confirmation that involved states were willing to invest resources to deepen the cooperation and trust
through this Mechanism. During the summit held in Shanghai in 2001, Uzbekistan joined
the Shanghai Five. Besides the Uzbekistani accession, the Shanghai Five was renamed
into Shanghai Cooperation Organization. The main ideational discourse of the SCO is
the ‘Shanghai Spirit’. From the reason that the `Shanghai Spirit` is based on respecting
Westphalia heritage – the sovereignty of states - and nurturing diversity in terms of political
and economic systems, the SCO was “disqualified from a value standpoint [Western] as a
“dictator club” or even “non-gentlemen`s club.”9
6 Д. Траиловић, Утицаји међунарoдних чинилаца на етничке сукобе у Народној Републици Кини [In Serbian only] , PhD Thesis, Faculty
of Political Sciences, Belgrade, 2019.
7 A. Tripathi, Kazakhstan-China relations 1991 2009, Chapter 3, Negotiations and Settlement of Border Dispute, p. 102, PhD Thesis, Centre
for Political Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, 2012, Available at: http://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/119862/9/09_
chapter%203.pdf, accessed 24/ 9/ 2019.
8 W. Song, “Interests, Power and China`s Difficult Game in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO)”, Journal of Contemporary
China, Vol. 23, No. 85, 2014, p. 90.
9 D. Mitrovic, From Socialist Modernization to Chinese Dream, Institute for Asian Studies, Belgrade, 2019, p. 87; Д. Митровић, „Шангајска
организација за сарадњу – настанак, циљеви и домети нове безбедносно-економске структуре (Централне) Азије“, Српска политичка
мисао, бр. 1-2, Институт за политичке студије, Београд, 2007, стр. 219-242; Д. Митровић, „ШОС –проблеми и перпсективе развоја“,
Српска политичка мисао, бр, 3-4, Институт за политичке студије, Београд, 2007, стр. 125-142.
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Pursuing the continental geopolitical course, China brought many changes in Central Asian
states` geopolitics. Firstly, China unlocked its landlocked geopolitical position, by providing them access to the vibrant markets of the Asia-Pacific and Indo-Pacific which records
constant growth of demand for oil and gas. Besides that, China represents an additional
source of Central Asian politics of balancing which main purpose is to loosen the reins of
the Soviet heritage and the strength of the Western militaristic export of democracy. In that
context, China was perceived as a state which could bring political stability and economic
sustainability to this part of the Heartland.10 From the Chinese point of view, stable Central
Asian space represents the success of Chinese good-neighborhood diplomacy. A stable
and productive environment represents the precondition regarding the sustainability of Chinese economic and peaceful development.
As years were passing by the SCO was transformed into the prestigious organization with a
“list of those who want to become its members.”11 In that vein, the SCO draw great attention
on itself, particularly when India and Pakistan became member states in 2017 during the
Astana summit.12 This (un)expected change in member structure of the SCO, triggered a
question whether the enlargement of the SCO will enhance or jeopardize the future success
of the SCO and achieving the aims defined as a part of BRI. But, for the very first time, in
2019, the armies of India and Pakistan operated together in the SCO joint antiterrorist exercise. Before including Pakistan and the biggest democratic country in the world – India
-, China positioned itself in the Pakistani port of Gwadar as a part of the China-Pakistan
economic corridor. According to official documents, the port of Gwadar is the point of
intersection of the Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st Maritime Silk Road. In this respect,
the SCO is becoming an important factor for China in the space which Nicholas Spykmen
defined as Rimland.13 Here, it should be emphasized that in the organizational and structural organization of the SCO, still, no sub-mechanism tackles the maritime potential of the
Organization.
2. Geopolitical Approaches in China`s Foreign and Security Policy
Because China is a different country as opposed to the Western nation-states, the schools
and methods of geopolitics as a science were not developed in the Western way. On the
other side, analyzing the thoughts and approaches of some Chinese scholars we can notice geopolitical elements in their researches. Furthermore, geopolitical perception of international order we can find it in Chinese official documents. When it comes to the level of the
official documents, China`s first Military strategy published in 2015 consists of significant
geopolitical insight. Namely, in this document we can read the following: “the seas and
10 H. Mackinder, Democratic Ideals and Reality, National Defense University Press, Washington, D.C., 1996; H. Mackinder, “The Geographical Pivot of History”, in (Additional Papers), Democratic Ideals and Reality, National Defense University Press, Washington, D.C., 1996;
H. Mackinder, “The Round World and Winning of the Peace”, Foreign Affairs, Vol. 21, No. 4, 1943; N. Vuković, Logika imperije, Nacija Press,
Beograd, 2007.
11 D. Mitrovic, From Socialist Modernization to Chinese Dream, Institute for Asian Studies, Belgrade, 2019, p. 87.
12 Currently, SCO is consisted of eight member states: China, Pakistan, India, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. Besides the
category of member states there are dialogue partners and observer states. Dialogue partners are: Azerbaijan, Armenia, Cambodia, Nepal,
Turkey, Sri Lanka. Observer states are: Afghanistan, Belarus, Iran and Mongolia.
13 More detailed on Rimland see in N. Spykman, The Geography of Peace, Harcourt, Brace, New York, 1944; N. Spykman, America`s
Strategy in World Politics: The United States and Balance of Power, Harcourt, Brace, New York, 1942.
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oceans bear on the enduring peace, lasting stability and sustainable development of China. The traditional mentality that land outweighs sea must be abandoned, and great importance has to be attached to managing the seas and oceans and protecting maritime rights
and interests. China must develop a modern maritime military force structure commensurate
with its national security and development interests, safeguard its national sovereignty and
maritime rights and interests, protect the security of strategic SLOCs and overseas interests, and participate in international maritime cooperation, to provide strategic support for
building itself into a maritime power.”14 According to Chinese scholar, Zhang Wenmu, this
shift represents “hard social, political, and geopolitical choices that deeply impact matters
of national security.”15 During the history, especially in the era of Zheng He, China was presented in maritime geopolitical space. Thus, this announcement provoked debates not only
amongst Western but amongst Chinese scholars as well. The representatives of academia
and public policymakers raised the following questions: What kind of geopolitical course
should China follow? Should that be continental or should China follow the course of the
USA and the United Kingdom in becoming world power? Does China have capacities to
combine both maritime and continental geopolitical aspects considering that BRI covers
both Heartland and Rimland?
When it comes to the maritime geopolitical course and a strong navy, the abovementioned
Chinese scholar Zhang Wenmu directs our attention to the lessons from history. He explains
that in the following manner: “sea power has determined the fate of nations. China is no
exception. In the past, China’s slow but sure descent into a divided, colonized state at the
hands of foreign powers was – to a considerable extent – due to its failure as a naval power. The two Opium Wars in 1840 and 1854 respectively, as well as the Sino-Japanese War
of 1895, are examples showing China’s crucial defeats at sea, which ultimately led to its
failure as a state. The delay in resolving the Taiwan issue is also largely because of China’s
insufficient sea power.”16 Besides that, the need for the strong navy in reinforcing the maritime geopolitical course he finds in the challenges which China faces in securing its energy
security. According to British Petroleum China remained the world’s largest energy consumer, accounting for 24% of global energy consumption and contributing 34% of global
energy demand growth in 2018. Among the fossil fuels, consumption growth was led by
natural gas (+18%) and oil (+5.0%), while coal use rose (+0.9%), the second consecutive
year of growth.”17 Through the competition of securing energy security, as one of the crucial factors for sustainable economic development, China faces many challenges such as
American militaristic presence and control of extraction, production, and transportation of
oil and gas, terrorist and pirate attacks as well. At the same time, regions rich in oil and gas
are unstable and affected by different kinds of turmoil which is an additional challenge for
China. Those challenges transformed China into a “very powerful geopolitical actor on the
global energy market, especially in the oil, and in recent times in gas.”18 As it was noted by
14 China`s Military Strategy 2015, The State Council of the People`s Republic of China, Available at: http://english.www.gov.cn/archive/
white_paper/2015/05/27/content_281475115610833.htm, accessed on 24/9/2019.
15 Z. Wenmu, “Sea Power and China`s Strategic Choices”, China Security, , World Security Institute, Summer, 2006, p. 17.
16 Z. Wenmu, “Sea Power and China`s Strategic Choices”, China Security, World Security Institute Summer, 2006, p. 23; More detailed
on Opium wars see in: D. Mitrovic, Kineska reforma i svet, Institut za ekonomiku i finansije, Beograd, 1995.
17 “Statistical Review of World Energy – Country Insight, China”, British Petroleum, Available at: https://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/energy-economics/statistical-review-of-world-energy/country-and-regional-insights/china.html, accessed on 26/ 9/ 2019.
18 Д. Митровић и Д. Траиловић, „Геополитика кинеске енергетске стратегије у Централној Азији“, Српска политичка мисао, Vol. 44,
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Zhang Wenmu, “the degree of resource shortage worldwide is proportional to the level of
tension between big powers. Where resources are scarce, geopolitics is at play. The latter
has a direct bearing on China’s survival. China cannot have control over development
goals without corresponding control over the resources to fuel the economy. The crucial
difference is that China is almost helpless to protect its overseas oil import routes. This is an
Achilles heel to contemporary China, as it has forced China to entrust its fate (stable markets and access to resources) to others.”19 Thus, the problem is that China`s energy security
for the most part depends on imports of oil and gas through the sea lines of communication
(SLOCs).20 Moreover, Ivan Zaric claims that “during the history of PR China often neglected its maritime potential, which is mirrored in the size of the aquarium under Chinese
control. Since China does not wield enough resources and its economy is becoming more
and more advanced and developed, the sea represents the main artery in Chinese foreign
commerce. In that context, SLOCs could be defined as the key platform of Chinese national
development.”21 Hence, according to advocates of this geopolitical approach, the main
tasks of Chinese military modernization is enhancing power projection capabilities of People`s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) which will be able to exert effective control over the
SLOCs and choke, but crucial, points - Malacca and Hormuz. That is necessary if official
Beijing wants to accomplish the Chinese Dream and Two Centenary.
Some authors emphasize that China should develop maritime power and follow the thalassocracy geopolitical course as a response to challenges imposed in the form of American
military naval exercises. From this perspective, James Holmes and Toshi Yoshihara claim
that “if Chinese maritime thinkers needed a reminder of the United States’ continuing primacy at sea—including in China’s backyard—they just got one. “Summer Pulse ’04,” the
largest U.S. military exercise in history, involved the simultaneous deployment of seven aircraft carrier strike groups. Over two months, some 50 warships, 600 aircraft, and 150,000
sailors, marines, and airmen operated in five theatres spanning the globe. Presumably,
those contingencies include wars in the Taiwan Strait, the South China Sea, or elsewhere
along the maritime periphery of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) — which accounts for
the reception accorded Summer Pulse ’04 among Asian observers.”22
The second prism of geopolitical schools and thoughts which is developed amongst Chinese scholars, public policy makers, and strategists is continental geopolitical school. According to this approach, China should focus its geopolitical vectors towards Eurasia. One
of the main representatives of this geopolitical school is Ye Zicheng, Professor at the School
of International Relations, University of Beijing. This scholar distinguishes two continental
epochs in geopolitics. The “first one is pre-modern characterized by the Mongol empire,
whilst the second one is represented firstly by the Russian empire and then by the Soviet
No. 2, Институт за политичке студије, Београд, 2014, стр.135.
19 Z. Wenmu, “Sea Power and China`s Strategic Choices”, China Security, World Security Institute, Summer, 2006, p. 19.
20 For example “80% of Chinese maritime oil imports by sea pass through the Strait of Malacca.”, “How Is China`s Energy Footprint is
Changing”, China Power, Available at: https://chinapower.csis.org/energy-footprint/, accessed on 10/ 12/ 2019.
21 I. Zaric, Thalassocratic Dimension of Contemporary Chinese Geopolitics [In Serbian only], PhD Thesis, Faculty of Political Sciences, University of Belgrade, 2018, p. 20.
22 J. Holmes and Toshi Yoshihara, “The Influence of Mahan upon China`s Maritime Strategy”, Comparative strategy, Vol. 24, No. 1, 2005,
p. 23.
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Union in the 18th and 19th centuries, respectively.”23 Following the clues of his analyses,
the same professor introduces “new continental perspective” (Nuova prospettiva continentalista - xin lu quan guan - 新陆权观). According to his analyses, China has to direct its
capacities in developing this “new continental perspective”, which will be shaped by the
following features: 1) “earth (terra - yitu -以土); 2) populations (populazione – ren -人);
3) development (sviluppo – fazhan -发展); 4) Eurasia (Eurasia – Ouya dalu -欧亚大陆);
5) comprehensiveness (zonghewei ben de di san lu quan xinguan nian -综合为本的第
三陆权新观念).”24 According to his explanation, the earth is the “platform of the prosperity (“madre della prosperità” - caifuzhi mu 财富之母), populations refer to the quality
of people`s life, development means to pay attention not just to the strategically important continental mass, but to the surrounding space as well. Eurasia refers to the privileged
horizontal continental mass which will be covered by Chinese strategic partnership, whilst
comprehensiveness presupposes that maritime space, aerospace, and cyberspace and
security are intertwined.”25 According to the same scholar, this kind of geopolitical course
will empower Chinese endeavors to break the framework of regional state understood in
terms of Alexandar Dugin.26 By pursuing the continental geopolitical course, China very
wisely evades being trapped in Thucydides` trap in the Pacific region, in which security
architecture is predominantly shaped by American military alliances. As noted by David
Shambaugh “the U.S.-led alliance system remains the predominant regional security architecture. This system is commonly referred to as the “hub and spokes” model, with the United
States serving as the hub of a wheel with each of the five bilateral alliances (Australia,
Japan, South Korea, the Philippines, and Thailand) serving as the spokes. The system has
benefited the United States and its Asian allies for more than five decades and has been the
predominant regional security architecture since the end of the Vietnam War.”27 However,
this approach does not mean that the Pacific region is not important in Chinese geopolitical
ambitions. It means that China, firstly, has to secure its western borders and to boost its
power and courage through the continental geopolitical course.
Having in mind that China faces Malacca dilemma and American militaristic domination
over Middle Eastern energy resources, diversification and expending the energy supplies of delivery routes and sources - represents the strategic and security need for official Beijing.
Thus, by following the continental geopolitical vector China is reinforcing its capacities in
overcoming the challenge of energy vulnerability. In the same context, the Central Asian
region occurred as the logical choice for China for several reasons. The first reason is geographic proximity, and the second is the quantity of the proved reserves of oil and gas located in Central Asian space. Hence, China is directing its investments in building new infra23 叶自成, “中国的和平发展: 陆权的回归与发展 – Ye Zicheng, Zhongguo de heping fazhan: Lu quan de huigui yu fazhan ( Y. Zicheng,
China`s Peaceful Development: The Return and Development of the Continental Powers), World Economics and Politics, Vol. 2, 2007, p. 24.
24 Y. Zicheng, “Lu quan fazhan yu daguo xingshuai. Diyuan zhengzhi huan jing yu Zhongguo heping fazhan de diyuan zhanlüe xuanze” (Il
potere continentale e l’ascesa e il decline delle grandi potenze. L’ambiente geopolitico e le scelte geostrategiche per lo sviluppo pacifico della
Cina). Beijing: Xinxing chubanshe, referedaccordinf to Simone Dossi, “Dal dibatitto academico al progetto geopolitico – Le Nuove Vie della
Seta fra potere marittimo e potere continentale.”, Geography Notebook, Vol. 1, No. 1, 2018, p. 114.
25 Y. Zicheng, “Lu quan fazhan yu daguo xingshuai. Diyuan zhengzhi huan jing yu Zhongguo heping fazhan de diyuan zhanlüe xuanze” (Il
potere continentale e l’ascesa e ildeclino delle grandi potenze. L’ambiente geopolitico e le scelte geostrategiche per lo sviluppo pacifico della
Cina). Beijing: Xinxing chubanshe, refered according to S. Dossi, “Dal dibatitto academico al progetto geopolitico – Le Nuove Vie della Seta
fra potere marittimo e potere continentle”, Geography Notebook, Vol. 1, No. 1, 2018, p. 115.
26 For his definition on regional state see, A. Dugin, Geopolitika knjiga 1,Ekopres, Zrenjanin, 2014, p. 176.
27 D. Shambaugh, “China Engages Asia – Reshaping the Regional Order”, International Security, Vol. 29, No. 3, p. 95.
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structure, developing the capacities of existing and discovering new oil and gas fields, and
M&A of Central Asian companies. For example, “during the 2005 China`s biggest producer of oil and gas China National Petroleum Corp (CNPC) bought Petro Kazakhstan Inc for
4.18 billions of US$, which up to that moment was the biggest Chinese overseas investment.
Also, when Chinese President Xi Jinping paid a visit to Kazakhstan in 2013, besides strategic
partnership, CNPC from KazMunaiGas bought for 5 billion US$, 8.33% of Kashagan oil
field which is located in the Caspian sea.”28 Moreover, China pledged to finance phase
two of the development of the Kashagan oil field. As pointed out by Shi Ze “energy and resources cooperation have strategic undertones. While for resource-rich countries the export
of energy and resources brings significant revenues, for consuming countries the import of
energy and resource concerns their socio-economic sustainability. Cooperation between
two sides, therefore, concerns national security and political stability.”29 Concurrently, deepening the energy cooperation with Central Asian states, China reinforces its control over the
Xinjiang and boosts the economic development of this autonomous region. “March Westwards” could be understood as the part of the Chinese kaleidoscope strategy in balancing
the uneven economic development between its domestic west and east. Wang Jisi claims the
following “the Special Economic Zones, which were set up in southeast China, widened the
gap between coastal and inland areas even further. This meant that for a long time, China`s
Western region lagged behind the rest of the country, both in terms of economic and social
development, as well as in its contact with the outside world.”30 As the social stability has
tremendous importance for the CCP legitimacy and if the leaders of the CCP do not achieve
the economic balance between domestic developed east and underdeveloped west, the legitimacy of the socialism with Chinese characteristics will be questioned. This produces new
opportunities for Central Asian states as well. Namely, economically developed Chinese
west widens the framework for trade and finance cooperation between Xinjiang and Central
Asian states. Hence, the continental geopolitical course is required on several levels – security, economic, diplomatic, and cultural – which are mutually intertwined.
However, China faces several challenges in pursuing the “Marching Westwards”. The first
one presents a very complex security situation in this region because it has consisted of
countries that are “politically unstable, comparatively poor and conflicts between ethnic
groups are not easily solved.”31 Thus, China has to be very creative in maintaining the
“fragile peace.”32 Apart from this, China is one of the players of the New Great Game.
Amongst the players are Russia, the USA, Japan, India, South Korea, and Turkey to name
a few of them.33 As China is mostly focused on energy cooperation with the Central Asian
States, official Beijing has to be careful with the aim to avoid being judged as a “natural
resource extraction.”34
28 Д. Митровић и Д. Траиловић, „Геополитика кинеске енергетске стратегије у Централној Азији“, Српска политичка мисао, Vol
44, No. 2, 2014, p. 143.
29 S. Ze, “Empowering the Belt and Road with Energy and Resource Cooperation”, China international Studies, July/August 2018, China
Institute of International Studies, Beijing, 2018, p. 62.
30 W. Jisi, “Marching Westwards”: The Rebalancing of China`s Geostrategy”, in Shao Binhong (eds.), China in the World, 2nd edition, Brill,
Boston, 2014, p. 130.
31 Ibid, p. 135.
32 Ibid, p. 135.
33 Д. Траиловић, „Религијски екстремизам у Централној Азији“, Азијске свеске, бр. 1, вол. 2, 2016, Институт за азијске студије,
Београд, стр. 66-74.
34 W. Jisi, “Marching Westwards”: The Rebalancing of China`s Geostrategy”, op. cit. p. 135.
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3. Institutional Development of the SCO – Genesis, Prospects, and Limits
When the SCO was formed in June 2001, it was the pioneer amongst international
organizations whose official goal is to counter terrorism, separatism, and religious
extremism (three evils). This combat was institutionalized in 2003 in form of the SCO
Regional Antiterrorist Structure (RATS) with headquarter in Tashkent which is one of the
permanent bodies of the SCO. Aside from this, the SCO contribution in fighting three evils
is supported by many conventions, agreements, and other types of documents. Hence,
member states signed the Shanghai Convention on Combating Terrorism, Separatism,
and Extremism. In this Convention member states stated the following: “firmly convinced
that terrorism, separatism, and extremism, as defined in this Convention, regardless of
the motivation behind them, cannot be justified under no-circumstances, and that the
perpetrators of such acts should be prosecuted under the law.”35 Stating this, China was
accused that it does not make that even legal expression of will for creating East Turkestan
jeopardizes China’s territorial integrity and sovereignty.36 Besides this Convention, SCO
member states signed: Agreement on Cooperation in Combating Illicit Trafficking in
Arms, Ammunition and Explosive between the Governments of the Member States of the
SCO in 2008, Convention of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization against Terrorism in
2019, Agreement on Cooperation and Interaction of the Member States of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization on Border Issues in 2015, Statements by the Heads of the
Member States of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization on Joint Counteraction to
International Terrorism in 2017, Decision by the Council of Heads of State of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization on approving the Programme of Cooperation between the
Member States of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization in Countering Terrorism,
Separatism and Extremism for 2019-2021 in 2018, Protocol of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization and the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan on the SCO-Afghanistan Contact
Group in 2018. When it comes to the Afghanistan issue, from the institutional point of view,
the member states of the SCO created the SCO-Afghanistan Contact Group. As could be
seen, the SCO is pursuing a comprehensive approach in fighting terrorism in the Central
Asian and “Golden Crescent” regions. On the other side, the SCO relevance in fighting
against terrorism was questioned when America declared War on Terror and deployed the
NATO troupes close to the Chinese and Russian borders. Namely, the USA rented the KarshiKhanabad Air Base in southern Uzbekistan and Manas Air Base in the north of Bishkek,
Kyrgyzstan, for securing Northern Route in fighting Taliban regime in Afghanistan.37 This
was a great challenge for China. As noted by Professor Dragana Mitrovic, “NATO is one
of the security threats (whose expansion to the East and the borders with Afghanistan and
China follows closely) that makes China unhappy but also pragmatic and flexible enough
to adapt to these changes. They [Chinese] think that the NATO expansion expresses the
continuation of the Cold War mentality and the application of traditional security concepts
35 Shanghai Convention on Combating Terrorism, Separatism and Extremism, SCO/Documents, Available at: http://eng.sectsco.org/
documents/, accessed on: 08/10/2019.
36 More detailed on this see in, J. Kirby, “China`s Brutal Crackdown on the Uighur Muslim Minority”, Vox, Available at: https://www.vox.
com/2018/8/15/17684226/uighur-china-camps-united-nations, accessed on: 08/10/2019.
37 L. Beehner, “Asia: U.S. Military Bases in Central Asia”, Council of Foreign Relations, Available at: https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/
asia-us-military-bases-central-asia, accessed on: 9/10/2019.
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that are dominated by the mentality of the containment and balance of the influence.”38 But,
the SCO member states, and dominantly China, gave a great footprint and impetus in
appeasing American endeavors to be the main “ruler maker” in the New Great Game. In
that context, the heads of the member states of the SCO, unanimously, in Astana declaration
from 2005 declared the following: “given the completion of the active military phase of
the antiterrorist operation in Afghanistan, the member states of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization deem it necessary for the relevant participating states of the antiterrorist
coalition to set a deadline for the temporary use of said infrastructure and presence of their
military contingents in the territory of the SCO member states.”39 The fight against terrorism
is additionally reinforced by Peace Missions, that is, the antiterrorist military drills. Peace
Mission brought great changes in the Chinese understanding of sovereignty. Namely, the
first military drill was held in 2003 in Kazakhstan and China, respectively. But, for China, the
“importance of this military exercise goes beyond SCO. It is the first large-scale multilateral
antiterrorist exercise that the Chinese army has participated in, and it is also the first time that
China has invited foreign armies into its territory.”40
Without any kind of organization such as NATO, that military, i.e. antiterrorist exercises
have tremendous importance in Chinese development of military diplomacy and securing
peace in this very turbulent world region. When India and Pakistan accessed to the
SCO, the institutional framework of the Organization was enriched for the summits of the
Ministers of Defence of the member states. As may be seen, cooperation in security affairs
is becoming even more important and widened. But the cooperation is established in many
other areas, thus, the cooperation within the SCO is multi-directional and multi-layered.
In that context, besides the abovementioned summits of Ministers of Defence and Peace
Missions, member states held the meetings of the Ministers of the Foreign Affairs, Justice,
Agriculture, Economy, Transport, Education, and many other sectors. The cooperation in
energy security is realized by the SCO Energy club created on the proposal of Vladimir
Putin. Here is important to underline that in 2017 Turkey (dialogue partner) chaired the SCO
energy club, which produced geopolitical uncertainties for American ambitions towards the
Caspian region with Turkey as a bridge. Another permanent in the institutional structure of
the SCO is the SCO Secretariat based in Beijing. The SCO Secretary-General is appointed
by the Council of Heads of State for a term of three years. THE current SCO SecretaryGeneral is Vladimir Norov.41 In the vertical organizational structure of the SCO, the Heads
of State Council (HSC) is the supreme decision-making body in the SCO. It meets once a
year and adopts decisions and guidelines on all important matters of the organization. The
SCO Heads of Government Council (HGC) meets once a year to discuss the organization's
multilateral cooperation strategy and priority areas, to resolve current important economic
and other cooperation issues, and also to approve the organization's annual budget. The
SCO's official languages are Russian and Chinese.42 Furthermore, there are SCO Business
38 D. Mitrovic, “The Strategic-Security Position of China after September 11, 2001”, Issues: Global Security Challenges, Occasional Paper
12, Belgrade Centre for Security Policy, Belgrade, p. 83.
39 The Astana Declaration 2005, SCO/Documents, Available at: http://eng.sectsco.org/documents/, accessed on: 08/10/2019.
40 J. Wang, “China Multilateral Diplomacy in New Millennium”, in Yond Deng &Fei-ling Wang, China Rising – Power and Motivation in
Chinese Foreign Policy, Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, New York, 2005, p. 181.
41 SCO-About, Available at: http://eng.sectsco.org/about_sco/, accessed on: 08/10/2019.
42 Ibid.
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Club and SCO Interbank Consortium.43 The SCO institutional development, simultaneously,
is mirroring the Chinese strategic responses towards the challenges which official Beijing
faces in Eurasia and Chinese endeavors in reshaping security architecture in this part of the
world.
4. Geopolitical Nexus between the SCO and BRI
As it was previously said, the third part of the paper will tackle the geopolitical nexus
between the SCO and BRI. By examining their geopolitical nexus, we will tackle and
geoeconomic aspect, because economy and security are two intertwined aspects of
Chinese development and two main gauges in almost every Chinese initiative. BRI, as
a grandiose, transforming and connecting global initiative with many projects under it,
consists of two parts – Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st Century Maritime Silk Road.
Geopolitical nexus between the SCO and BRI is visible on many levels. Both the SCO
and BRI are in service of promoting infrastructure modernization, economic development,
and respecting cultural, economic, political, and diversity in values and traditions amongst
nations. To promote cooperation through the prism of “Shanghai Spirit” and respecting
diversities in the aforementioned segments, the SCO member states signed many
agreements such as Development Strategy of the SCO until 2025, Agreement between
the Governments of the Member States of the SCO on Creating Favorable Conditions for
International Road Transport, Agreement on Scientific and Technical Cooperation between
the Governments of the Member States of the SCO, Agreement on International Road
Transport Facilitation. This way, China through the SCO is gradually creating a convenient
and suitable environment, which will be a solid geopolitical platform for the realization of
BRI and its five major goals – policy coordination, facilities connectivity, unimpeded trade,
financial integration, and people-to-people bonds.44 Apart from that, Chinese president Xi
Jinping during the summit of the heads of the member states of the SCO held in Qingdao
in 2018 announced that “China will set up an RMB 30 billion equivalent special lending
facility within the framework of the SCO Inter-bank Consortium.”45
The geopolitical nexus between the SCO and the BRI has been boosted by multilateral
and bilateral anti-terrorist drills. Those drills are becoming an essential part of Chinese
national security and military modernization because they combine intellectual, material,
and personnel aspects of the PLA. The importance of those military and antiterrorist drills is
notable in Chinese endeavors to secure border stability and to facilitate the flow of goods,
services, personal, and capital. For all involved stakeholders, a stable environment is a
vital aspect in further promoting economic development, as a platform for bettering the
43 The member banks of the SCO Interbank Consortium are: Kazakhstan Development Bank, RSK Bank, OJSC (Kirgizia), China Development Bank, State Corporation “Bank for Development and Foreign Economic Affairs” (Vnesheconom bank), State Savings Bank of the Republic
of Tajikistan “Amonat bonk”, Uzbekistan National Bank for Foreign Economic Affairs. Partners banks are: Eurasian Development Bank (2008),
Savings Bank Belarus bank, OJSC (2012), Habib Bank Limited (Islamic Republic of Pakistan) (2015), Development Bank of Mongolia (2016).
More detailed on this see in, The Interbank Consortium of the SCO, Available at: https://xn--90ab5f.xn--p1ai/en/about-us/international-multilateral-cooperation/the-interbank-consortium-of-the-shanghai-cooperation-organization/, accessed on: 08/10/2019.
44 D. Mitrovic, “The “Belt and Road”: China`s Ambitious Initiative”, op.cit., pp. 76-95.
45 “Full text of Chinese President Xi Jinping`s Speech at the 18th SCO Qingdao Summit”, Xinhua, Available at: http://www.xinhuanet.com/
english/2018-06/10/c_137244587.htm, accessed on 10/ 10/ 2019.
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quality of people`s life. Operating in a peaceful, stable, and secure environment, Central
Asian states could implement many projects, such as the proposal of Uzbekistani President
Shavkat Mirziyoyev to develop a transportation system in this part of the world.46 On the
other side, this can open new markets for Chinese placement of overcapacity in steel and
glass industry, labor, and foreign exchange reserves.47 Furthermore, the SCO which is
run by the “Shanghai Spirit” assumes that overcoming both traditional and non-traditional
security issues is based on “shared combating”, that is, on collective security actions.
Thus, the very important component in understandings the SCO actions represents New
Security Concept. Although, the NSC was introduced to stabilize the situation in the Pacific
realm, where the USA is, still, dominant geopolitical and security actor, in the official
document China`s Position Paper on the New Security Concept the SCO was announced
for the most successful praxis of this security concept.48 The main features of the NSC as
the active cooperation in securing security are “mutual trust, mutual benefit, equality, and
coordination.”49 This security concept represents diplomatic and non-military activism. As
is might be seen, this concept is based on the features which are essential for BRI, as well.
Thus, both the SCO and BRI are Chinese tools in creating a multipolar world order structure,
that is, in building a “new type of international relations and a community of shared future
for the mankind.”50
In the Bishkek Declaration of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization`s Heads of State
Council all the SCO member states, except India, supported the realization of BRI and
cooperation between the SCO and BRI. This was affirmed in the following way: “the
Republic of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, the Russian
Federation, the Republic of Tajikistan and the Republic of Uzbekistan reaffirm their support
for China’s Belt and Road Initiative and praise the results of the Second Belt and Road
Forum for International Cooperation (Beijing, 26 April 2019). They note the ongoing work
to implement this initiative together, including the efforts to align the Eurasian Economic
Union projects with those under the Belt and Road initiative.”51 Having this in mind, China
is still facing great obstacles in reinforcing political trust and support for its foreign policy
initiatives. Thus, the SCO presents the framework of communication within which China
is striving to converge, insurmountable, geopolitical approaches of the SCO member
states. By doing so, Chinese officials believe that “SCO member states will favor the
organization`s policy coordination with the BRI.”52 Enhancing mutual trust and a stable
environment, neighbors` states are creating fertile soil for deepening sincerity, cooperation,
46 More detailed on this see in, M. Levina, “Central Asia States Optimistic on Solving Transportation System”, The Times of Central Asia,
Available at: https://www.timesca.com/index.php/news/26-opinion-head/20313-central-asia-states-optimistic-on-solving-transportation-problems, accessed on 10/ 10/ 2019.
47 The value of Chinese foreign exchange reserves in September, 2019, was 3,092 trillion USD. Trading Economy – China, Available at:
https://tradingeconomics.com/china/foreign-exchange-reserves, accessed on 10/ 10/ 2019; D. Mitrovic,”’16+1’ Framework of Cooperation: Main Lessons from Six Years Experience”, in, Gerd Kaminski (ed.), Chinese Strategies in Politics, Foreign Policy, Security Policy, Economy
and Law, OGCF, Wien, 2019, pp. 141-165.
48 China`s Position Paper on the New Security Concept, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People`s Republic of China, Available at: https://
www.fmprc.gov.cn/ce/ceun/eng/xw/t27742.htm, accessed on 10/ 10/ 2019.
49 X. Guangkuai, International Situation and Security Strategy, Foreign Language Press, Beijing, 2009, p. 96.
50 H. Lu, “Striving for Coordinated Development of SCO and BRI”, China International Studies, July/August, 2019, p. 83.
51 Bishkek Declaration of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization`s Heads of State Council, 2019, SCO-Documents, Available at: http://
eng.sectsco.org/documents/, accessed on 11/ 10/ 2019.
52 H. Lu, “Striving for Coordinated Development of SCO and BRI”, China International Studies, July/August, 2019, p. 95.
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and avoiding diplomatic, security, and religious misunderstandings.
Besides focusing on the continental part of the SCO, the maritime potential of the SCO
should not be omitted, and in the coming years, it is expected to be developed. Namely,
many authors underline the upcoming importance of the SCO in the maritime aspect of
Chinese geopolitics, and in line with that in the realization of the 21st Century Maritime Silk
Road. The enlargement of the SCO in terms of geography, which produced geopolitical
consequences, enriched predominant SCO orientation towards landmass with the maritime
component. In that context, He Jian and Wang Lu argue the following, “as the security threats
will not only come from the land after the expansion of the membership, the SCO member
states should now also attach importance to maritime security threats, turn their attention to
the ocean promptly and gradually strengthen maritime security cooperation.”53 Even more,
some assumptions deepening cooperation in this sector are “conducive to improving the
trade security in the Caspian Sea for Central Asian landlocked countries.”54 However, it
is still early to predict whether the SCO have capacities to help the Chinese endeavors
to reposition itself in the maritime geopolitical landscape regarding the objections and
reaction from India, American Indo-Pacific strategy and Quadrilateral Security Dialogue
initiated by Japan.
Furthermore, the SCO enhances the realization of BRI through its cooperation with other
organizations, created or supported by China, all around the world. This kind of cooperation
is established by signing the Memorandums of Understanding. As far, the SCO signed
MoUs with ASEAN, UNESCO, UN Food and Agriculture Organization, CSTO, Silk Road
Fund, Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building Measures in Asia, Economic
Cooperation Organization, and many others organizations.55 By doing so, the network
of the SCO`s influence is becoming wider. Thus, through the SCO`s regional and global
cooperation official Beijing is creating an environment that will welcome BRI`s projects.
5. Conclusion
Over the years, the SCO has been becoming a more important organization in Chinese
endeavors in securing regional and interregional peace, security, and economic
development. It was observed by Li Xin and Qing Xiayun that “over the past decade,
the organization evolved from creation to grown-up, from setting rules and regulations
to operating highly effective, and having soon become an effective mechanism of
maintaining regional security and stability and promoting common development of its
member states.”56 SCO from the geographic aspect of its membership is an inter-regional
organization that connects Central Asia (Heartland) with South Asia and East Asia
(Rimland – Indo Pacific). The SCO includes states with different socio-economic levels of
53 H. Jian and Wang Lu, “Maritime Security: A New Field of Cooperation for the Shanghai Cooperation Organization”, China International
Studies, July/August, China Institute for International Studies, Beijing, 2018, p. 25.
54 H. Jian, Wang Lu, “Maritime Security: A New Field of Cooperation for the Shanghai Cooperation Organization”, China International
Studies, July/August, China Institute for International Studies, Beijing, 2018, p. 26.
55 SCO External Communication, Available at: http://eng.sectsco.org/cooperation/#6, accessed on 13/12/2019.
56 L. Xin and Q. Xiaoyun, Ponders on the Long-Term Strategy of Shanghai Cooperation Organization, Available at: http://en.siis.org.cn/
Research/EnInfo/1669, accessed on 10/ 10/ 2019.
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development and business praxis. At the same time, this great source of diversity is the benefit
and challenge for the SCO. As claimed by Shi Ze, “there exist broad common interests, but
the different national conditions and priorities of different countries may inevitably lead
to different interests. Cooperation calls for seeking common ground while putting aside
differences, but also requires relevant countries to resolve their differences.”57 Tremendous
challenge is represented by India, which is active in the SCO but does not support the BRI.
India in cooperation with America and the EU, excluded BRI from the resolution which
tackles the issue of the stability in Afghanistan. Namely, the “last vestige of BRI propaganda
was deleted from a resolution on Afghanistan on December 6 in a final act of cleansing
that started last year when India took a strong stand against BRI. Interestingly, references
to all other regional initiatives such as the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India or the
TAPI gas pipeline project and the Chabahar agreement between India, Afghanistan and
Iran were retained, making the deletion of BRI reference even more noticeable.”58 As far
as the external factors are concerned, they are mostly defined in terms of geopolitics and
democratic manifest destiny.
In the organizational structure of the SCO, there is no such a sub-mechanism which will
tackle, that is, enhance and deepen the cooperation in the maritime space, although
China reached the Indian Ocean through China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. But, India
is not happy with spreading Chinese influence in Indo-Pacific realm. Hence, “the current
functions of the SCO are still limited to land-based security governance, with its role in
ocean global governance yet to be explored.”59 Some authors emphasize that before
deepening maritime cooperation within the SCO, a “series of pressing question need to
be answered before promoting maritime security cooperation. What are the security issues
that the SCO can put on its agenda? What areas should be first promoted, continuously
advanced, and specifically focused? Should the issues in some areas be addressed through
bilateral or multilateral cooperation?”60 On the other hand, we should also recognize the
fact “that if a forum cannot produce anything significant and fails to be relevant in dealing
with important global or regional issues, member countries will lose interests in the forum.
Fatigue will set in and people will be bored attending the meetings, and the public will lose
interest in the meetings.”61
The geopolitical role of the SCO in the realization of BRI can be examined from the stance
that all “the SCO member states and dialogue partners are by and large countries along
the Belt and Road routes, and also supporters and participants of this initiative.”62 Hence,
Chinese business and investment praxis within the BRI and SCO is based on the “construction
of relevant infrastructure, based on complementary advantages of produces and consumer
57 S. Ze, “Empowering the Belt and Road with Energy and Resource Cooperation”, China international Studies, July/August 2018, China
Institute of International Studies, Beijing, 2018, p. 71.
58 S. Sirohi, “India-US-EU Combine Halts China`s Belt and Road Initiative at the UN”, The Wire, Available at: https://thewire.in/diplomacy/india-china-belt-and-road-united-nations, accessed on 7/ 12/ 2019.
59 H. Jian and W. Lu, “Maritime Security: A New Field of Cooperation for the Shanghai Cooperation Organization”, China International
Studies, July/August, China Institute of International Studies, Beijing, 2018, p. 26.
60 H. Jian and W. Lu, “Maritime Security: A New Field of Cooperation for the Shanghai Cooperation Organization”, China International
Studies, July/August, China Institute of International Studies, Beijing, 2018, p. 33.
61 Y. Yongding, The G20 and China: A Chinese Perspective, The Centre for International Governance Innovation, 2004, p. 20.
62 H. Lu, “Striving for Coordinated Development of SCO and BRI”, China International Studies, July/August, 2019, p. 82.
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countries, helps the producer countries to reinvigorate their energy and resources industries,
and provides opportunities for added value of capital and technologies, thus broadening
the economic potential of [involved] countries.”63
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Слободан Поповић

Геополитичка позиција Шангајске организације за
сарадњу у оквиру Иницијативе појас и пут
Апстракт
Овај рад ће се бавити анализом геополитичке позиције Шангајске организације за
сарадњу у реализацији контроверзне, претенциозне и интерконтиненталне кинеске
Иницијативе појас и пут. Будући да је НР Кина носилац и иницијатор и ШОС-а и
Иницијативе појас и пут, истраживање геополитичке споне између њих ће бити од великог значаја у увиђању стратешког позицинирања НР Кине у систему глобалне владавине. Рад ће бити састављен из три целине. У првој целини ћемо истражити геополитичке школе мишљења које су се развиле међу припадницима кинеске академске
заједнице, као и оне које су настале међу доносиоцима политичких одлука као резултат стратешког промишљања међународних односа. Посебни осврт ћемо учинити
на период од 2013. године када је кинески председник, Си Ђинпинг, свету понудио и
представио Иницијативу појас и пут. Потом, од великог значаја ће нам и бити и 2015.
година када је НР Кина обнародила своју прву званичну Војну стратегију. Други део
рада ће бити посвећен институционалном развоју ШОС-а. Ово ће нам бити од велике помоћи у увиђању и анализирању континуитета, као и промене начина на који
ова интеррегионална Организација утиче на реализацију геополитичких амбиција
званичног Пекинга. Трећи део рада ће представљати својеврсну синтезу закључака
добијених анализом у претходна два поглавља. Тим путем, покушаћемо да увидимо
везу између ШОС-а и континенталне геополитичке стратегије НР Кине будући да се
Економски појас свиле, континентална рута Иницијативе појас и пут, простире преко
Евроазијске масе која је уједно и део ШОС подручја. Такође, приступање Индије и
Пакистана 2017. године као пуноправних чланица ШОС-у, условљава и истраживање све нарастујуће улоге ШОС-а у кинеској поморској геополитичкој стратегији,
а уједно и у Поморском путу свиле 21. века.
Кључне речи: Иницијатива појас и пут, Нови концепт безбедности, Шангајска организација за сарадњу, Геополитика, Евроазија, Пацифички регион.
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* List only the references used in the text;
- After the reference list, write the name and surname of the author, the tile of the paper
and abstract in Serbian.

2. Citing and referencing

The Journal uses the Oxford citing and referencing style - citing sources using footnotes.
* To cite the source in the text (in the footnote) use the following
general rules:

- To cite monograph/book:
D. Mitrovic, From Socialist Modernization to Chinese Dream, Institute for Asian Studies,
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Belgrade, 2019, p. 171.

- To cite journal article:
D. Mitrovic , “USA President Trump`s First Asian Tour – From ‘America First’ to Indo
Pacific”, Asian Issues, Vol. 3, No. 1, 2017, p. 15.

- To cite book chapters /collection of papers:
D. Mitrovic, “China`s Belt and Road Initiative: Connecting and Transforming Initiative”,
in Yu Cheng et al. (eds.), The Belt and Road Initiative in the Global Arena: Chinese and
European Perspectives, Palgrave MacMillan, Singapore, 2018.

- To cite an article / source from the Internet:
S. Strangio, “Southeast Asian Leaders Air Fears Over US-China Rivalry”, The Diplomat,
September 24, 2020, Available at: https://thediplomat.com/2020/09/southeastasian-leaders-air-fears-over-us-china-rivalry/

“Full text of Chinese President Xi Jinping’s Speech at the 18th SCO Qingdao
Summit”, Xinhua, Available at: http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/201806/10/c_137244587.htm

* List of references

References should be listed after the text of the paper in the following manner (surname
first):
Mitrovic D., From Socialist Modernization to Chinese Dream, Institute for Asian Studies,
Belgrade, 2019.
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УПУТСТВО ЗА АУТОРЕ
У Азијским свескама прихватамо текстове припремљене на следећи начин:
Радови се пишу на енглеском језику.
Прихватамо радове само у Microsoft Word (.doc, .docx) формату, послате на нашу
електронску адресу: office@ias.rs
з рукопис аутори су у обавези да доставе попуњену и потписану Изјаву о
У
ауторству у pdf формату.
1. Форматирање текста:
- Фонт Times New Roman, величина основног текста 12; поднаслови су bold,
други степен поднаслова је у курзиву;
- Насловна страна која садржи наслов текста, име аутора, звања аутора, контакт
податке;
- На првој страни текста:
* име аутора, звања аутора (у фусноти)
* наслов текста (величина фонта 14)
* апстракт и кључне речи
- Једноструки проред у целом документу
- Двоструки проред (уместо увлачења реда) за означавање новог параграфа или
пасуса
- Број стране центриран на дну сваке стране
- Горње, доње и бочне маргине не мање од 2,2 цм
- Рукопис може да садржи највише 6000 речи (искључујући табеле, графиконе и
изворе)
- на крају рада дати списак референци
* списак референци се сортира по енглеском алфабету по презимену
аутора
* референце не треба нумерисати
* наводе се само референце наведене у тексту
- након списка референци наводи се име и презиме аутора, наслов рада, апстракт
и кључне речи на српском
2. Навођење и списак референци
У Азијским свескама користи се Оксфордски стил цитирања - навођење извора
употребом фуснота.
* за навођење извора у тексту (у фусноти) служити се
следећим општим правилима:


За навођење монографијe/књиге:
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D. Mitrovic, From Socialist Modernization to Chinese Dream, Institute for Asian
Studies, Belgrade, 2019, p. 171.

За навођење чланка у часопису:
D. Mitrovic , “USA President Trump`s First Asian Tour – From ‘America First’ to Indo
Pacific”, Asian Issues, Vol. 3, No. 1, 2017, p. 15.
 За навођење поглавља у књизи/зборнику радова:
D. Mitrovic, “China`s Belt and Road Initiative: Connecting and Transforming Initiative”,
in Yu Cheng et al. (eds.), The Belt and Road Initiative in the Global Arena: Chinese and
European Perspectives, Palgrave MacMillan, Singapore, 2018.

За навођење чланка/извора са Интернета:
S. Strangio, “Southeast Asian Leaders Air Fears Over US-China Rivalry”, The Diplomat,
September 24, 2020, Available at: https://thediplomat.com/2020/09/southeastasian-leaders-air-fears-over-us-china-rivalry/
“ Full text of Chinese President Xi Jinping`s Speech at the 18th SCO Qingdao
Summit”, Xinhua, Available at: http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/201806/10/c_137244587.htm

* Листа референци
 а крају рада прилаже се списак коришћених референци које сe наводе по
Н
правилима која важе и за навођење референци у фуснотама, с тим што се најпре
наводи презиме аутора, а затим иницијал имена.
 ример: Mitrovic D., From Socialist Modernization to Chinese Dream, Institute for
П
Asian Studies, Belgrade, 2019.
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